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Abstract

There have been several major changes in society in the last three years which have highlighted the immediate need for 

digital inclusion. A lot of the technology that has been built over the last couple of decades has been focused on enhancing 

the lives of a select few with disposable income, on few areas that impact people who have the means to solve these issues 

by themselves and on urban areas with high population density. The primary intent of speed of going to market and ease of 

monetization doesn't lend itself to building technology to include the vast majority of people.


Specifically in the field of commerce, we have seen the emergence of major platforms in every country that have simplified 

all five pillars of commerce - sales, marketing, operations, finance and supply chain - and created trust in the ecosystem 

through standardization and SLAs. These tightly-coupled platforms, in their search for monetization and control, have 

disintermediated small businesses, prevented competition from growing and monopolized entire markets.


Technology, however, has evolved without any such intent and, with the emergence of Composable and Loosely Coupled 

commerce, we have seen that such platforms can democratize commerce, allowing competing, collaborative, interoperable 

technologies to operate within the same platform, inching closer to a free market economy. The evolution of Web 3.0 backed 

by a decentralized public ledger provides further incentive towards a democratic ecosystem, free from the control of both 

governments and major corporations. At the same time, the evolution of open source developer communities have created 

ecosystems that protect and empower technologies built in a collaborative manner towards a shared future, unlike traditional 

software that seeks to control both intellectual property and wealth in the hands of a select few. One of the most ambitious 

projects ever undertaken at a population level to bring more than a billion people into the ambit of digital commerce and to 

enhance communities through an open protocol is currently underway in India - ONDC. We believe that a global commerce 

protocol is imminent and ONDC heralds more such global projects. As such, the success of ONDC is particularly critical 

towards a more inclusive world.


Siva 3.0 is what we consider the next stage in the evolution of commerce, built on the best principles of open source, 

decentralized, collaborative technologies with an intent to democratize commerce and unlock global prosperity and 

opportunity by empowering every business. In an attempt to make the platform collaborative we have launched our core 

technology and data science algorithms in open source, allowing developer communities and technology service providers 

alike to build applications that will power commerce with the least amount of effort. In addition, open source also frees 

businesses from the shackles of platforms that prevent easy customisations and rapid prototyping.


We are launching Siva 3.0 on decentralized blockchain ledgers in order to prevent centralisation of control and create trust in 

the ecosystem. The concepts of Composable and Loosely Coupled combined with easy integrations into other platforms 

have been implemented in order to create a competitive, collaborative and interoperable ecosystem where all participants 

are free to choose the applications that best suit their use cases. Most importantly, the success of ONDC is predicated on 

the availability of an application layer at a population level to enable all stakeholders to collaborate, innovate and utilize the 

full potential of the protocol, leading to a more equitable world. We anticipate Siva to play this role.


We, the creators of Siva 3.0, share a vision that, like it's namesake, the platform, in times to come, will embody the forces of 

nature and creation, goodness and protection, creating virtuous cycles of innovation and digitally empower vast masses 

broadly ignored by technologies built solely with an intent to monetize. Like its namesake who represents creation and 

destruction at the same time, we envision Siva to represent business both for Good and Profitability. 
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The History of Commerce. 
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Industrial Revolution: spinning room
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Commerce 0.0

It is widely believed that trade and 

commerce originated in around 2300 BC 

in the Indus Valley Civilization. Numerous 

proofs of coinage and seals all point to the 

earliest evidence of the existence of 

trade1.  

Commerce 1.0

The Industrial Revolution: The emergence 

of mass manufacturing of goods, the 

steam engine to transport goods and 

people across the world, created an 

unprecedented growth in economic 

activity, leading to the growth of 

commerce as we know it today as most 

people had disposable income and the 

cost of manufacturing goods was reduced 

to an extent that they could be purchased 

instead of manufacturing them at home.

Commerce 2.0

Digital Commerce: The world entered a 

new era with ecommerce. In 1995 eBay 

launched and opened up a world of P2P 

commerce with eBay’s worldwide 

community. Amazon entered the market in 

1994, creating the first ecommerce store. 

Two and a half decades later, ecommerce 

constitutes 17% of global commerce2 and 

is growing at 14.7%3 compared to the 9% 

growth rate of retail.

Commerce 3.0

Democratization of Ecommerce: A global 

‘first’ in digital ecommerce, the Open 

Network for Digital Commerce launched in 

India aims to level up and democratize 

ecommerce and create a more level 

playing field for sellers, buyers and service 

providers - from all walks of life. 

___________________________________________________
 

1 Penn Museum : Shipping And Maritime Trade Of The Indus People


2 Grind.Studio : What are the Top 10 eCommerce Trends in 2022


3 Ad Skate : Digital Marketing & E-Commerce: A Look Into The Future
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The Evolution of 

Digital Commerce.

Trade has been the cornerstone of human civilization. Historically, the greatest explorers and sea farers have been traders 

and merchants ferrying their wares and cultures to new lands. For eons, commerce has been tightly coupled - a one-to-one 

binding of buyer and seller. The nature of physical trade itself restricts the decoupling of the components. However, with the 

invention of the internet, the paradigms have started to shift. 

Tightly Coupled Applications.

Like physical trade, the earliest ecommerce platforms were monolithic and tightly coupled. The seller and the buyer sides 

were fused together on a single site. Ecommerce sites like eBay were the first to adopt the model. The tightly coupled 

systems gave the sellers direct access to the buyers but no control was provided to the seller in terms of operations. 
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A typical Amazon Fulfilment Centre
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Platform Commerce.

Thereafter came the platform model. This allowed the sellers and 

buyers more liberty with the introduction of a service side to the 

equation. For example, on Amazon, the seller can sell the products 

and the fulfillment and shipping can be tackled by the platform, 

seller or a third party. However, these platforms controlled the 

landscape, and buyers, sellers and services had to operate within 

the fences of the platform. 

Headless Commerce.

In 2006, Shopify introduced the power of APIs in the world of 

commerce. Headless commerce, a form of ecommerce where the 

frontend (sales platform) and the backend (operations, supply 

chain, finance) of the ecommerce platform can function 

independently and the sellers could connect the desired pieces by 

APIs. In 2009, Shopify launched their app store4 and opened it to 

developers around the world. Consequently, thousands of custom 

solutions were created by third party developers and solutions 

partners selling to merchants and each other. However, integrating 

third party solutions, customizing the workflows or driving demand 

was difficult, leading to small businesses not being able to succeed.

Composable Commerce.

A technology platform where each piece of the puzzle is 

configurable and customizable. A company can connect their 

custom ERP and CRMs directly with their webstore backend and 

operate as a single business. Platforms like Elastic Commerce and Commercetools pioneered the growth of composable 

commerce, enabling companies to make custom flows. Subsequently, platforms like Shopify came up with partly composable 

versions. However, only large enterprises and corporations have been able to take advantage of the modularity and flexibility 

offered by such platforms given the need for a large development team to make such changes.

Loosely Coupled Commerce.

Dropshipping in ecommerce has been steadily growing since 2017 and platforms like Meesho provide a complete loosely 

coupled ecommerce model. A seller today can sell on Amazon, procure from manufacturers, while the transactions and 

fulfillment are handled completely by Meesho. However, unlike composable commerce, merchants cannot integrate their own 

software or customize their own workflows.

At a Crossroads.

Ecommerce has come a long way, from dial up broadband to mobile-first and cross platform shopping. All the options we 

discussed above have their own limitations and advantages. As such, with the emergence of web3.0, the time is perfect for 

the next major evolution in ecommerce technology. As we define in this whitepaper, this coincides with one of the most 

important shifts happening in the world of commerce today.

___________________________________________________
 

4 Shopify : Shopify Launches All New App Store
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The State of 

India’s Industry.  

Rapid digitisation, an upwardly mobile population and widespread adoption 

of technical education has propelled India to become the world’s fastest-

growing major economy in 2022, by Gross Domestic Product (GDP), at 

8.2%, according to the IMF5. The Indian economy is further projected to be 

fastest growing, again in FY 2022-23 with a 13.5% growth in its GDP in the 

first quarter reported by State Bank of India (SBI)6. Currently the 5th largest 

economy with a GDP of $ 3.537 Trillion USD, India is on a trajectory to be 

one of the top three economic powers by 2035.  


One of the most widely recorded outcomes of the pandemic has been rapid 

digitisation in almost every industry and geography in the world. A rising 

tide raises all boats and the Indian ecommerce industry has seen a huge 

upswing during the period, with experts estimating overall gains to be of 

the order of 3-7 years of additional growth achieved in that 2 year period. 


India currently ranks second in the world for the number of internet users8, 

only behind China. Current internet penetration in India stands at 61% or 

932 Million internet users, approximately 55% of connections were in urban 

areas9, of which 97% of connections were wireless 10.


Third to China and the US, India has an online shopper base of 150 million 

users in FY2021, and is expected to be 350 million by FY202611.

___________________________________________________
 

5 Mint : IMF cuts India’s FY23 GDP forecast to 8.2%


6 TOI : Revival, low base fuel 13.5% Q1 GDP growth


7 Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation


8 Indian Ecommerce Market: Key Statistics : Inc42 - State of Indian Ecommerce Q3 202


9 Inc42 : Economic Survey 2022: India’s Internet Data Usage Shoots Up To 14.1 GB Per Month


10 Times of India : 25 years on, India tops 75 crore Internet connections


11 Bain and Company: How India Shops Online 2021
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India’s Digital 

Transformation

India's path to digital transformation was first carved, then energized, by 

important Government initiatives that led to new digital services for 

citizens and uniformly improved access to such platforms. Aadhar, 

India’s equivalent of a Social Security Number, was in reality the digital 

connection to every Indian citizen, covering 99% of the Indian population 

and allowing citizens access to important government digital services. 

Not only did this improve the overall availability and transparency of 

social payments, but it also helped provide timely and effective financial 

assistance to those in need.


An offshoot of this, UPI has accelerated India's shift to e-payments, 

particularly for money transfers between individual parties. According to 

recent reports, India had 9.36 billion transactions totaling $ 125 Billion 

USD in the first quarter of 202212. As every transaction is documented 

and recorded in databases, the likelihood of cash loss and other 

fraudulent activity is decreased, making it a very reliable option to 

transact for the various stakeholders within the ecommerce sector, all 

the while increasing the track and traceability vitally important in online 

commerce.


The National Logistics Policy 2022 aims to to develop a technologically 

enabled, integrated, cost-efficient, and trusted logistics ecosystem in 

India to propel industry and commerce. The country’s costs in transport, 

storage and material handling are estimated to be around 14% of GDP13, 

higher than advanced economies’ average of 8-10%, according to data 

from the World Bank. The programme aims to reduce the cost of 

logistics to global benchmarks by 2030. 

___________________________________________________
 

12 Economic Times : India saw 9.36 billion transactions worth Rs 10.2 trillion in Q1 2022, UPI leads


13 Inc42 : How Policy Changes Have Fuelled The Indian Logistics Sector
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The State of India’s 

Ecommerce

The Monoliths.

The Indian ecommerce segment is largely dominated by large marketplaces that operate with a tightly coupled system. 

These Marketplaces have control over the buyer side and seller side of the transaction, with many also maintaining the 

supply chain of the platforms as well. During the festive months of 2021, Amazon and Flipkart together accounted for 89% of 

all ecommerce GMV in the country.
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Jeff Bezos during a visit to India in 2014
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On average, both Flipkart and Amazon hold a 32% market share of ecommerce buyers in India14. 


Ecommerce platforms like Amazon and Flipkart have been a boon for the industry during the dawn of ecommerce in India. At 

the time, merchants did not have to start cataloging from scratch and the platforms provided on-ramps to manage catalogs 

easily. Categorization of products also made it very easy for sellers and buyers to discover each other. On the seller’s end, 

these monoliths also provided delivery and fulfillment services that were crucial to making ecommerce successful. 

Merchants also had protection from fraudulent activities. As a whole for the economy, these monoliths reduced the flow of 

counterfeit goods in the system and also provided opportunities for digital payments to become the norm. 


Customers also heavily benefited from the monoliths as they helped build trust in online commerce. Monoliths also provided 

easy returns and refund policies, thereby enforcing the merchants to maintain quality across their catalogs. The monolithic 

system also provided reliability of service, building buyer trust. 

Logistics and Supply Chain.

Logistics is one of the five pillars that enable ecommerce to function. In India, the logistics and supply chain segment has 

seen incredible growth, especially post the pandemic. Ecommerce Retail Logistics today is worth $2.2 Billion USD and is 

expected to grow to $6.3 Billion by 202615. Many Monolithic Ecommerce companies maintain their own logistic and supply 

chain solutions, Ecommerce shipping has become a lucrative business opportunity. 


In recent years, the emergence of aggregator services have allowed shipping to decouple from the platforms, providing 

options to the sellers. Logistics players have come up with targeted solutions for first-mile, mid-mile, and last-mile delivery.


The current trend has inspired ecommerce monoliths to decouple their in-house delivery systems and join the open market. 

Ekart by Flipkart now accepts delivery orders from non Flipkart shipments as well. Meanwhile, Amazon has introduced ‘Buy 

with Prime’ in the US to allow ecommerce sellers selling on other platforms to leverage the Seattle giants expertise in supply 

chain management. Meesho recently confirmed the launch of their logistics as a service model while Paytm has been a quasi 

logistics company for a few years.

The Retail Conundrum.

However, the growth of ecommerce has had little impact on India’s offline retail industry. Limitations are evident from the 

share of digital commerce in the overall retail segment in India. The Gross Merchandising Value (GMV) for the digital 

commerce retail market in India was ₹2.85 Lakh Crores (US$ 38 billion) in 202016, which is only 4.3% of the total retail GMV in 

India and well below the e-retail penetration in countries like China (25%), South Korea (26%), and UK (23%)17.


India is the 4th largest retail market in the world. The offline Retail industry according to India Brand Equity Foundation is 

expected to grow at 9% year-on-year till 2030. Some categories in the retail sector - FMCG, Fashion and Beauty - are 

projected to grow at a rate of 20% and higher. Major retailers dominate the offline retail market. 


Despite their large influence in the retail space, these large retailers account for less than 12% of total retail sales in India18. 

The remaining 88% are considered unorganized businesses. Around 1.2 crore Kiranas19 (hyperlocal neighborhood provision 

stores) account for 80% of the retail sector in India, with a majority of them being unorganized, or self-organized and most of 

them digitally excluded, largely ignored by both large ecommerce platforms and retailers.

___________________________________________________
 

14 Inc 42 : Amazon Vs Flipkart: Who Led The Indian Ecommerce War In 2021?


15 Indian Retailer : Indian E-Commerce Retail Logistics Market to be Worth $6.3 bn in FY26


16 Livemint coverage on online retail (July’21) [Conversion rate US$ 1 = ₹ 75]


17 UNCTAD, based on national statistics offices


18 Invest India : SECTOR - Retail & E-commerce


19 Asian Age coverage on digitization of Kirana stores (September 2019)
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The Exposé. 

As of September 2020, India is estimated to have 4.25 crore Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)20 that have the 

potential to flourish with innovative sales and marketing efforts but are not part of this digital revolution. Even on the 

consumer side, only a small portion (~20%) of the internet users in India are online shoppers21.

Despite the exceptional growth in India’s ecommerce sector, the pandemic exposed the scattered impact and inconsistent 

reach of ecommerce in India. Most parts of the retail value chain and supply chain were completely disconnected from the 

ongoing digital revolution and huge inequalities and disparities in opportunities were revealed. This was especially true in 

rural areas which covers about 70% of India. Sellers who had inventory, had no access to supply chain networks. Logistics 

carriers had limited access to inventory, and those who had access to both, could not reach their customers. While the 

pandemic created massive opportunities to the established ecommerce majors and shoppers in top tiered cities, it also 

revealed the true limitations of closed-networks ecosystems. The isolation of complete sections of society and retail sectors 

planted the seeds for shoppers and merchants to look beyond the monoliths, towards omnichannel, de-coupled, equitable 

solutions

State of the Ecommerce Shopper.   

The pandemic had a lasting impact on the Indian ecommerce shopper. Seasoned shoppers became more channel-agnostic. 

They are searching on Google and buying from various different websites. Those, once isolated, embraced digitization 

through local e-retail and regional marketplaces. 

State of the Ecommerce Seller. 

In most countries local ecommerce platforms are competing successfully with Amazon. This is because the demand and 

supply forces operate in harmony. Merchants, like shoppers, are breaking away from Amazon, and increasing their footprints 

across varied platforms. However, the pandemic in India left millions of sellers exposed to a couple of platforms. 


Further, the average commission + marketing + FBA fees paid by a successful merchant selling on Amazon is close to 35% of 

their revenues. This is driving merchants to move to platforms like Shopify which offer a lot more flexibility at a lot less cost. 

Having said that, merchants on Shopify often face challenges of scale traffic generation, costs of which can account for over 

60% of GMV. 


The solution is Omnichannel - a little bit of everything. The benefits of scale from marketplace platforms, and the control and 

customer connect from owned channels seem to be the way forward. Merchants selling on 3+ Channels increases order 

rates by 5x and retailers who don't sell on multiple channels miss out on 30% of sales22.

A Brave New #OpenWorld.

The concept of omnichannel has been around for about a decade. Even in the pre-digital era, companies had to consider 

various channels to sell. The traditional channels would be retail outlets (serviced via distributors), modern trade channels 

(serviced by companies themselves), B2B channels such as HORECA, and other special channels (e.g., Armed Forces). 

However - these channels were independent, and rarely were synergies applied across channels. 

___________________________________________________



20 Ministry of MSME, Annual Report 2021


21 Bain and Company: How India Shops Online 2021 and IAMAI-Kantar ICUBE 2020 report


22 OMNISEND+SHOPIFY
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In the digital era, the role of omnichannel is to integrate the various channels (offline and online) to provide a unified buying 

experience to the end customer. Until recently, one of the critical roadblocks to omnichannel adoptions was the self-

sufficiency in the monolithic structures of Amazon and Shopify. The pandemic changed all this. For Shoppers and Sellers - 

one channel was just not enough.


Taking cognizance, Amazon and Shopify are both taking strides towards omnichannel enablement; the once tightly-coupled 

monoliths are opening up their technologies and platforms to customers and competitors alike in a bid to transition to open, 

interlopable and composable technologies. A further evolution of open networks and composable commerce, platforms are 

also embarking on technology commercialisation and creating additional revenue streams by lending access to their tech 

stacks for smaller merchants to leverage.


Let’s take a closer look :


Amazon's omnichannel journey is centered around its grocery business. Amazon has realized that to sell groceries 

successfully; they need physical stores.Thus, the launch of Amazon Fresh - A physical retail chain powered by Amazon. A 

quick reading of Amazon’s history will tell us that groceries are merely a pilot. Eventually, they will likely sell most categories 

through the multichannel route.  


What we find most interesting is that Amazon recently launched a major initiative called Buy With Prime. With this new 

initiative Amazon is telling merchants that irrespective of which platform they are selling on (Shopify, Bigcommerce, etc) or 

what kind of sales (retail, ecommerce, B2B, etc), they can simply sign up for Buy With Prime and Amazon will drive demand 

for them through their marketing channels and fulfill their orders through FBA.


Amazon’s Multi-Channel Fulfillment (MCF) program is one of the fulfillment options Amazon offers to sellers. By storing 

your inventory at Amazon’s warehouses, they’ll handle fulfillment for your brand across select channels - including shopify 

and other competing marketplaces. Unlike Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA), where only Prime orders from Amazon’s 

marketplace are fulfilled, MCF uses a combination of shipping speeds and not just the famous 2-day shipping.


Prime customers can now search for products, find various options near them, such as a local store or a webstore that is not 

Amazon or some seller on Amazon’s marketplace, place their orders with the same convenience that they get by being Prime 

customers on the Amazon marketplace.


This has the potential to make Amazon indispensable to brands as they become the bedrock of commerce irrespective of 

where the sale happens.


Shopify Plus' omnichannel module allows brands to sell to 80+ countries. To enable the same, Shopify offers 70+ Shopify 

themes to customize their frontend look and feel and generate great user experience across devices and is partnered with 

100+ payment providers. Furthermore, Shopify lets users create custom multichannel automation flows using Shopify Flow. 

Brands can now automate their customer journeys easily without causing breaks in the user experience. 


Further, Shopify's Hydrogen and Oxygen platforms (recently launched/being launched) allows companies to compose 

complex integrations and systems on Shopify, literally giving wings to what is now possible to build on top of Shopify’s 

already extensive suite of solutions. Shopify’s playbook is what every other platform on earth aims to build. What makes 

them special is that they already have built it.  


It appears the tides are turning and the shifting balance of power, in favor of the shopper and merchant, has triggered 

certain advances at Shopify and Amazon - with both spearheading towards openness, technology sharing and 

commercialisation. 


This creates some exciting possibilities for mid-market brands and merchants. Using Hydrogen and Oxygen, brands will be 

able to compose future-ready systems. We can see cases where the brands leverage the openness of Shopify to expand to 

multiple geographies and fulfill orders using Shopify’s new fulfillment capabilities or MCF/FBA. Similarly, we could see 

instances where products are advertised online, ordered on Shopify stores, but sold via Amazon's physical stores and vice 

versa. Platforms are gradually becoming more interoperable. 
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The Dilemma for Brands and Merchants.

The cost of loyalty. While there are numerous advantages for brands in using platform innovations such as Amazon’s BWP or 

MCF program, it comes at critical costs. The Wall Street Journal recently reported that Amazon uses sellers’ success and 

customer data to spin off its own private label products. The fear grows. 


Brand’s have no access to their own customer data, no system for remarketing or creating loyalty, no avenue for word of 

mouth marketing or referrals. Between the fear of platforms creating competing products, and the apparent disconnect with 

their shoppers, brands are wondering if they should stick with Amazon, switch to a 3PL, or manage multiple sales’ channels 

and fulfillment in-house.


Today, sellers and buyers around the globe need a system that genuinely makes ecommerce plug and play for small 

businesses while offering larger businesses the ability to build vertical solutions for their custom use cases, allowing 

developers to build both for themselves and for the community. However, no existing system offers businesses the best of 

all these worlds. 


The solutions to run ecommerce businesses successfully exist, but in a fragmented manner. A comprehensive unified 

solution cannot be offered by one player. Thus, we see the industry pivoting to an open-sourced model. Open source brings 

together communities focussed on collaboration and interconnectedness and commerce today is the latest industry moving 

to the open source model.
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What is Open Source?

Open Source is a global movement amongst developers that promotes the development of decentralized software through 

open collaborations. While many non-developers misconstrue open source as free to use or commercially free technology, 

Open Source is much deeper than that. 


Open source is a philosophy that stems from the idea of community over code. Originally the movement began as a response 

to proprietary code, or software or technology or knowledge owned by corporations and not accessible to all. The movement 

today can be defined by the different participants in different ways but generally, all agree on 3 principles: .

� To not allow profit motives to restrict access to life-giving technology.

� Making patents accessible for those who are engaged in a humanitarian activity for free.

� To not allow patent law to slow the pace of innovation or service delivery to the needy under any circumstances

17

British scientist Tim Berners-Lee at CERN in 1993
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The Open Web Movement

The internet, as we know it today, was first invented by the British scientist, Tim Berners-Lee in 1989 at CERN, Switzerland. 

The purpose of the invention was to allow scientists and universities to share data and information with each other to grow 

collaboration and innovation. 


Interestingly, the World Wide Web or WWW was not the first online network. Before there was the internet, there was Minitel, 

an online videotex service provided through telephone lines and run by P & T, the French administration of postal services 

and telecommunications. Minitel was widely successful across French and many other Western Nations like Ireland and 

Belgium and had millions of users in the 80s and 90s. However, Minitel and the administration at P&T ultimately lost to the 

Open Web Movement due to one single reason: it was a centralized service run by the French government and not open to 

innovations suggested by masses. 


In 1991, the WWW was made public for the world to use and by 1994 CERN had put the World Wide Web software in the 

public domain, by releasing it with an open license to maximize its dissemination.


Even though it had started losing popularity in 1994, Minitel was ultimately shut down in 2012. The open, collaborative and 

decentralized nature of the internet had triumphed over the closed, centralized nature of Minitel.

The Apache Way

The Apache Foundation is best described by its mission statement - to provide software for the public good. The Apache 

foundation is a nonprofit organization set up to promote the development of open source software that helps push humanity 

forward. ASF is led by principles such as:p

f Earned Authority: All individuals are given the opportunity to participate, but their influence is based on publicly earned 

merit – what they contribute to the community. p

f Community of Peers: ASF is led by individual participants, not organizations. The ASF’s flat structure dictates that roles 

are equal irrespective of title, votes hold equal weight, and contributions are made on a volunteer basis.p

f Open Communications: As a virtual organization, ASF requires all communications related to code and decision-making 

to be publicly accessible to ensure asynchronous collaboration, as necessitated by a globally-distributed community.p

f Consensus Decision Making: Apache Projects are overseen by a self-selected team of active volunteers who contribute 

to their respective projects. p

f Responsible Oversight: The ASF governance model runs on trust and delegated oversight. Rather than detailed rules and 

hierarchical structures, governance is principles-based. The community helps each other by making peer-reviewed 

commits, employing mandatory security measures, ensuring license compliance, and protecting the Apache brand and 

community-at-large from abuse.

Finite vs Infinite Player game

In conclusion, open source vs closed applications/platforms can be best understood when viewed through the lens of finite 

vs infinite states in game theory. The simplest way to understand finite games is to think of something where the players are 

playing for a set objective because the game will end and everyone takes home a prize. Infinite games on the other hand are 

those where the players play not to achieve an objective or prize, but rather for something that is eternal - survival, life, self 

fulfillment etc. 


Very often in life, the players do not realize what game they are playing - finite or infinite. However, more often than not, the 

results are preordained based on the type of the game. Closed software tends to benefit a select set of players - typically 

the owners, investors etc. Open source software, on the other hand, does not benefit any particular party in isolation, 

because the game is not about winning, but rather creating value for all parties involved. 


Infinite games win over finite games in time simply because the incentives of all the stakeholders are aligned towards the 

same goal in infinite games while retaining their individual objectives. When thinking about finite and infinite games from the 

perspective of commerce, keeping the evolution of commerce from tightly coupled to open source in mind, we can visualise 

that we are inevitably headed towards a global commerce protocol to align all stakeholders - sellers, buyers, service 

providers - towards an interoperable, open and democratic future.
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The emergence of a  

Global Commerce Protocol     

- ONDC
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The government of India initiated a pilot project to level the playing field for 

businesses of all sizes. DPIIT (Department for Promotion of Industry and 

Internal Trade) and MCI (Ministry of Commerce and Industries) together 

envisioned an open network to unbundle and facilitate digital commerce at a 

population level. Inspired by previous government initiatives, like UPI and 

UIDAI, the Open Network for Digital Commerce (ONDC) is an initiative that 

aims to democratize and integrate Digital Commerce, migrating commerce 

from a platform-centric model to an open network. ONDC will eventually 

connect all transactions digitally, enabling local buyers and sellers to trust 

and transact through an open network, irrespective of the platform/ 

application they use. The aim is to help small local buyers and sellers to 

create a niche identity on the network and conduct their business, without 

enrolling on several sites. 


Unlike a Platform that is a closed loop with high barriers to entry, a protocol is 

a set of rules made to govern a network. The ONDC Network Protocols 

simply allows buyer side applications like ecommerce stores, travel sites, 

food delivery applications, edutech, etc to work agnostically with the seller 

side participants like kiranas, B2B vendors, logistic players etc. to complete 

the transaction. The protocols maintain registries to allow participants on to 

the platform and also ensure the network policies are maintained by all 

parties. The ONDC Protocols are also built to tackle the 4 steps of the 

transaction - the discoverability of the products and services on the network, 

the transaction between parties, the fulfillment of the contract and the post 

sales arbitration.


Zooming out to see the holistic view, a fully implemented ONDC will bring a 

paradigm shift across the Indian ecosystem. A Kirana Store operating on the 

ONDC will be able to sell directly to residents in their vicinity, while buyers 

will finally be able to buy across all platforms at the same time. The ultimate 

implementation of omnichannel in theory. The system will finally enable 

customers accustomed to ecommerce to discover micro and small scale 

unorganized businesses like small carpenters, cobblers, electricians and 

repairmen. The network will trump the discoverability barrier beyond buyer 

apps and provide cross platform visibility. Sellers will not be locked into the 

ecosystems of big platforms and be able to port their reputation beyond any 

single platform.
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The need for an 

application layer

ONDC will address the most common issues faced by sellers and buyers once implemented. However, the implementation of 

ONDC in a complex ecosystem such as commerce is unlikely to be easy. ONDC is a first-of-a-kind initiative being 

implemented at a population scale. The implementation of ONDC will bring millions of small merchants hitherto ignored by 

the progress of technology into the organized sector and enable them to be discovered and trusted powered by the 

protocol. Clearly, ONDC will bring about new challenges of its own into play. 
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Network contract establishment

One of the most difficult challenges that we anticipate will be around contract management. In platforms, the rules are set by 

the platform based on median values expected by industry and participants alike, determined by industry best practices as 

well as ongoing data collected by the platforms themselves. Most times, contract management in platforms is a function of 

profitability and reliability of the platform itself, leading to setting such SLAs that may not be acceptable to one party, but 

highly acceptable to others. This, in itself, may not be a detriment to the platform. However, it is the single biggest reason 

why platforms exclude the vast majority of merchants who don't fit the contracts. To give an example, standard TAT for 

delivery on most platforms is within 3-4 days in domestic shipping, leading to less than 24 hrs TAT for merchants to ship the 

product post receiving the order. While published TATs are much higher, most platform algorithms punish merchants not able 

to keep to the median accepted values. Now, consider the case of a small Kirana who might be manufacturing the item on 

demand or might be sourcing the item when they get the order. Even more disconcerting, very small traders don't even have 

the ability to manage such contracts given that they don't have active inventory and order management systems in place. 

The challenge for any open network will be to figure out a way to bring these very small traders and kiranas onboard and 

create contracts to help them sell through online channels as well as e-retail.


To bring the millions of small traders and kiranas who constitute the bulk of India's retail sales (88%), we need to create 

dynamic systems driven by data science. Unlike platforms, these contracts cannot be defined by centrally controlled rules. 

Platforms connected to ONDC may still drive their own contracts. However, they won't appeal to the vast majority of Indian 

kiranas and traders. As such, data science driven models to determine expected contracts by geography, type of merchant 

or category of product to begin with are critical to drive the network transactions. 


Expecting merchants to adhere to random contracts or, worse, expecting them to define their own contract guidelines and 

framework is a sure way to ensure they won't utilize the network. Being able to build models that understand that merchants 

in small towns or rural areas won't need the same contracts as those in high density urban areas, those in restaurants won't 

need the same contracts as those in gold trade and large retailers won't have the same contracts as the tea vendor next 

door is critical to success. This can be further optimized with more data being available to create individual contracts per 

buyer and seller driven by data science.

Contract adherence. 

While platforms drive process adherence through a combination of positive and negative reinforcement as well as intrinsic 

and extrinsic motivators, they leave most of the process management at the merchant's intrinsic motivation level. They 

expect merchants to be aware of how to sell on the platform, figure out best practices, and hire agencies to drive sales. 

Many platforms take over critical functions like shipping and warehousing in-house in order to adhere to contracts and 

negatively incentivise merchants who don't utilize their services or disallow the use of merchant led processes to the most 

extent.


However, any open protocol looking to bring every last merchant and trader onboard will need to ensure process adherence 

doesn't become the roadblock for these merchants from either onboarding on the protocol or deriving the benefits that it is 

meant to provide. As such, it is critical to use a combination of data science, artificial intelligence and simplified processes 

driven through applications that don't require additional effort to learn or use. For example, cataloging is the single biggest 

reason why most small businesses find it difficult to sell online. Using a combination of location driven catalog database to 

automatically recommend products as well as WhatsApp/chat based cataloging based on images and simplified questions is 

the best way to ensure such merchants don't find the process cumbersome. Another good example is order management. 

Standard processes need to be suspended for very small merchants selling online, allowing them to complete the process in 

a few easy steps. Given that trust is driven by the protocol, intermediaries such as banks and postal systems as well as allied 

networks like UPI and OCEN need to be combined to create processes that will ensure that every transaction is as per 

process while protecting these merchants from fraud.


One of the key cornerstones of SLA and process management is the idea of distributed ID managed through a blockchain 

network. Every transaction on the protocol will be on blockchain. The more the participants, the less the chances of misuse. 

This also creates trust as there will be no central controller of the information - neither the government nor platforms will 

drive these transactions. 
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However, the real concern is how to ensure that these contracts are properly built as per the protocol and thereafter adhered 

to. Herein lies the need for an application layer to translate the protocol into an easy to understand application layer for both 

developers to build on as well as network participants to transact. Today, adaptors ensure that they convert the contracts 

into readily digestible APIs. This is a good start, but barely sufficient to power a protocol that seeks to empower 12 million 

SMEs. 


What's really needed is an open source layer over the protocols to do the following"


 Ensure that most often used applications, software, platforms, are already integrated"


 Ensure that most often used workflows are readily available"


 Ensure that it's easy for technology service providers to combine the existing integrations, workflows, modify them as 

needed and launch their own applications independently"


 Ensure that it's easy for technology service providers to integrate any third party applications using a Natural Language 

Understanding mapper service and offer it to all other participants"


 Ensure that technology service providers can take advantage of the open source data science models built in to create 

buyer and seller side applications that will truly bring merchants of all sizes into the protocol"


 Ensure that the very purpose of an open network is achieved by enabling very small businesses to use the inbuilt simple 

onboarding and process management using chat, voice and images to digitize themselves.

Network participant behaviour management and monitoring 

and Fraud prevention 

Typically, the success of platforms depends on the quality of customer success management. There are large teams 

dedicated to managing customer success, seller success, partner success through detailed documentation, processes and 

SLAs. On a protocol layer, the expectation is that the protocol will ensure the same. However, the challenge is that no 

protocol can or should be built to control the SLAs and processes at a granular level. Therein lies the need for customer 

success management driven through distributed responsibilities, monitored through data science and AI, within the 

framework given by the protocol.


A good example here would be shipping. Typically shipping companies are contracted by either the seller or the platform 

itself and the responsibility lies on the seller or platform to ensure timely and proper delivery. In an open network, any party 

could contract the shipping, including the buyer. The concern here is who is responsible for ensuring timely delivery - the 

merchant, the apps, the network, the shipping company or the buyer? Not being able to regulate this will lead to an erosion 

of trust in the protocol, which will lead to failure of the entire project. One of the solutions could be granular collection of 

data of each order by category, SKU, buyer, seller, shipper, location etc to determine factors driving the SLAs and 

dynamically feed them into the contracts. Any deviation beyond a statistically reasonable value from the median on any 

party could be then monitored by the protocol to determine how the SLAs and contracts change dynamically. Including 

ratings is another great motivator for behavior management in the network.


Making all parties responsible to the network and building transparency into the contracts powered by self learning models 

would ensure success.

Demand and supply management

For a long time, platforms have been considered to be the ultimate in matching demand and supply and to a large extent it's 

true. Where it goes wrong are the following


When platforms become a party and compete with the participants, it throws the equation off balance. It's established that 

Amazon collects data on what sells and then starts selling the same products on their own channel. 
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Now, given the data, Amazon would be in a perfect position to localise the products, deliver it to the customers fastest and 

cheapest and undercut the best performers by a margin. 


Similarly, Amazon doesn't charge itself for showing ads on their own platform of their own goods. This leads to the cost of 

the ads rising. The cost of showing an ad is a function of demand and supply; Amazon showing ads reduces supply and 

increases the cost for merchants. This also results in the price of competing goods increasing, giving Amazon an unfair 

advantage. 


When platforms control demand to key accounts increasing or decreasing sales artificially. Most platforms are guilty of this.


When platforms control supply, artificially increasing prices or arm twisting manufacturers/brands to sell to them at a high 

discount, keeping the margins for themselves. Most platforms were guilty of this during the pandemic. That's why we saw 

high sales on ecommerce, but those benefits didn't trickle down to the manufacturers/brands.


An open network protocol needs to ensure that demand and supply aren't being controlled by major players in the 

ecosystem. Failure to do so erodes trust, leading to systemic inequity and failure of the project as a whole. In order to 

provide transparency, the network needs to provide data on demand and supply transparently to all participants. This has to 

be supplemented by large scale data science to drive insights for the network participants. A free and fair market is driven 

through a combination of equal opportunity in terms of information and insights being made available to all parties.

Decentralized customer service.

As mentioned in point 4, one of the main challenges is decentralisation of customer service. Given that no one has a fixed 

role in an open network (buyers and sellers, service providers are interchangeable), customer service and the SLAs thereof 

need to be driven through a combination of the following_

D Data science driven granular SLAs based on location, SKUs and category personalised for each buyer, seller or service 

provider._

D Transparency in SLAs being equally available to all parties_

D Rules allowing for customisation of SLAs by each party, being acceptable to all parties to the transaction_

D Each transaction being recorded on the network as an irreversible contract, protected by the distributed network_

D Provision of redressal methods in case of breach of contracts.


Almost every transaction -returns, refunds, forward and reverse logistics, inventory and orders at all stages, etc - will need 

decentralised management, rather than being managed centrally by platforms.

Application Layer for Open Networks.

As ONDC embarks upon one of the largest social experiments in recorded history, more problems will emerge which will 

need innovative, transparent and collaborative approaches guided by data science to solve. Every protocol needs an 

application layer that is flexible, modular and open for others to contribute to help it succeed. Just as BHIM enabled UPI, Siva 

will enable the ONDC Protocols. Siva is a universal open-source platform for commerce and supply chain. With its Platform-

as-a-Service and integration-Platform-as-a-service capabilities, Siva is a truly interoperable solution, with dozens of ready-

made solutions and integrations out of the door.
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Solution for End users

The biggest chunk of the sellers who are not present online is because there is a huge barrier to entry for small merchants 

like a standard mom-and-pop store. The listing of products online on any eCommerce website is a very comprehensive and 

tedious process. One needs to upload the product images, go through various onboarding forms, upload documents, provide 

the correct title, keyword etc. For a small seller (eg a costermonger) who might not even know that goods can be sold online 

the biggest hurdle is the onboarding on the platform. 


Current platforms have a large number of mandatory steps that need to be completed which small sellers might not be able 

to complete independently and with ease. Sometimes these sellers are also trapped into paying for these onboarding 

services by middlemen. Siva onboarding simplifies the entire process of onboarding for the seller and makes it easier even 

for a costermonger to start selling online. Siva accomplishes the entire onboarding using Data Science algorithms, 

cataloguing and price prediction. The entire onboarding journey is done via Whatsapp thus making it platform independent. 

Whatsapp and other messaging platforms - Leveraging the 

existing ecosystem

People in India especially small sellers and merchants are risk averse to using new technology. They prefer to stick with the 

methods and systems that they have been using for ages. So how do you push sellers to adopt a new system. We dont. We 

use the existing technology which they have been using for a long time now. 


The seller can fill out the initial forms via Whatsapp, and upload one or more than one product images for the catalogue, the 

product description, title and other key details get extracted from that image and are auto-filled for the seller. The 

cataloguing module can convert one image into a whole description and can generate the whole catalogue. Since we are 

using Whatsapp as a platform to onboard we can make the process at scale.


The above flow can be replicated across a variety of different messaging platforms like Facebook messenger, Instagram chat 

and others.
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Macro Economic Impacts

The question of mass-scale deployment of the open network platform app comes up. How do you convince millions of 

people to install a new application on their phones? Many buyers/sellers from rural parts might not even know how to install 

an application. During the covid pandemic, it took months for the government to make people download and install the 

CoWin application on their phones. 


We try to use the current ecosystem that has enough penetration. So we developed a chatbot that can sit on top of any 

messenger application and help the end user interact with the platform. There are about 49 crore Whatsapp users in India. 

Here we have solved the economic case of finding the cheapest way to have the open network application be mass 

deployed. This saves the government crores of rupees in rolling out the network and provides for better adherence and 

lesser cost of training. Can we help users (like the local mom-and-pop store or the costermonger) upload prices, and 

catalogues of their products via WhatsApp messages..and get and place orders via WhatsApp?


There are about 40 crore Instagram users. The majority of them create reels which showcases a product or service. How can 

we leverage those reels to create product catalogs? People are using Instagram to sell their products as part of social 

commerce. How can we onboard them to an open network?


If we make onboarding easy, if we make network participants work easy via our iPaaS, if we make our development 

community work easy and if we utilize the currently available extremely wide scale ecosystem we can create a massive 

impact in the online commerce space not just in India but around the world. 


Can we one day go and take picture of a product or service and then upload it to the open network or convert a video of 

someone buying a shirt and push it onto the open network? What will be the overall network economics? Who will do what 

activity? Who can do what activity? These are some of the questions that we need to figure out the answers to.


Onboarding can be broadly classified into seller onboarding and buyer onboarding. The buyer-side onboarding is pretty 

straightforward. The three touchpoints for the buyer could be existing buyer-side apps like Flipkart, Meesho, Amazon etc or 

it could be directly via chat/voice through messaging apps like Whatsapp or it could be via Siva buyer-side apps. Post 

authentication and digital ID creation the buyer can place orders via the order management module (Fermion). The ID, 

authentication data and orders are then passed on to the open network via the Siva connector (Boson). 


The seller side onboarding also has three touchpoints, to begin with. They can get on board via existing seller-side apps and 

POS systems like Snapbizz or messenger services (SIVA Data labs chatbot) or Siva buyer-side apps. Once the authentication 

and digital ID creation are done the seller can start creating a product catalogue via text, voice or image or directly on the 

Siva seller side app. The cataloguing module of Fermion and Boson will help to create SEO friendly catalogue and will do 

most of the heavy lifting for the seller. The Many Worlds forecasting module will also assist in determining prices for the 

uploaded products depending on whether they fall into the branded or unbranded categories. Once the products are 

catalogued they get broadcasted into the open network. From this point on the order gets routed within the open network. 

The seller can opt for own shipping or can use third-party shipping in which the seller becomes the buyer (for the logistics 

chain). The payment for the actual order can happen using seller's independent payment network or via the Siva connector 

(Boson).
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The biggest challenge is to onboard at scale. For that, we currently do not have omnichannel-enabled product taxonomy 

which can be treated as a uniform one. Also, we have to ensure that we have pricing for that locality ready to ensure that the 

onboarding is hassle-free and at scale.  The wide variety of product taxonomy and price differentiation for every small 

pocket of our geography.
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Solution for Network Players

A network is only as strong as its weakest link. Therefore, to bring forth a strong and powerful network, we need as many 

players as possible. The real innovation in technology comes when multiple players join together to create a unified system 

that helps to solve common problems.


Two separate systems that work towards solving the problems of a common subset of people can work wonderfully well. But 

if they are combined and work as one entity the end solution and its benefits are multiplied.  We have an iPaaS solution that 

makes it very easy to integrate any existing eCommerce solution as long as they have APIs for integration.


We are loosely coupled system and domain agnostic. Thus we don't have a walled system which only allows limited 

participation. Our targeted use case is retail, eCommerce and supply chain but our system is built to accommodate all 

players. If you think you can solve even a minuscule problem either for the buyer or the seller then you are a perfect 

candidate for becoming our network player.


We have ready integrations with some of the biggest companies in the domain. This allows others to use us as a springboard 

to create a larger network ecosystem to solve the most complex problems faced in eCommerce today.

Domains we have picked

Marketplaces - Brands can expand their footprint effortlessly by syncing their products, managing their orders and 

increasing their sales velocity.


Webstores - Brands can sell exclusively on their own custom website without any competitors vying for the attention of the 

buyer.


POS - It unifies online and retail stores and streamlines store management. It has all the essential features one needs to 

make sales, track performance, and manage customers, orders, and inventory.


Logistics -  SIva provides leading end-to-end tech-enabled logistics solutions with cutting-edge technology and automation 

to enable first-mile pickup, processing, network optimization and last mile delivery.


Third Party Fulfillment - 3PLs allow brands to leverage the power of storing and fulfilling orders closer to the end customers, 

bringing down shipping times, cost of forward and reverse logistics and increasing customer satisfaction. They also form the 

building blocks for distributed logistics. 


Payment Systems -  Easy integrations into different payment gateways and models allows customers to pay for an order 

easily and creates a seamless checkout experience. 


Accounting Softwares - Sellers can save time and stay ahead of their bookkeeping with an accounting integration. They can 

track income and expenses and maximize tax deductions


ERP Systems - Oftn big retailers and enterprises maintain large parts of their operations on an ERP system like SAP or 

Oracle. The iPaaS will also be integratable with most ERPs to allow business to let the data flow through out the organization. 


CRM - For B2B businesses, CRM play a crucial role in their lead and sales process. Connecting the CRM to the Siva platform 

will make it easy for them to manage large orders and sales.


Marketing & Analytics - Marketing analytics helps sellers provide personalized recommendations to their buyers, lets them 

optimize prices and allows them to know their customer better. Feed management into major marketing channels powered 

by data science and customer engagement tools further help with organic acquisition and retention strategies.


Project Management Tools - These help sellers increase efficiency, boost performance, resolve customer issues and 

ultimately improve customer satisfaction. 
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Build your own integrations

An iPaaS, or integration Platform as a Service, is a platform that standardizes how applications are integrated into an 

organization, making it easier to automate business processes and share data across applications. It not only allows for easy 

integration and communication between an application and the platform but also allows for easy information sharing 

between different applications.


Siva comes with a low code and no code iPaaS connector capable of connecting any application with open APIs to the 

platform or any other Open APIs application via the platform. It gives the user the ability to choose the JSON they want to 

connect and filter at the metadata level. Now any custom solution will be just a few clicks away.
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Open for Developers

As demonstrated earlier, a Network Protocol Layer is a set of rules and policies that govern a system. These Protocol Layers 

have frameworks, rules of governance and resolutions, and policies that are vast and complex. Like any Protocol Layer, 

ONDC is also quite complicated. For users to interact and work with any protocol layer itself would be quite complicated and 

difficult. 

Why do developers need an application layer?

Let us take the example of a modern-day application that powers our current lives: Uber. The Uber Application makes it 

incredibly easy for its users to hail rides around the world. To achieve this, there are multiple services the application uses, 

Global Positioning System, 4G Mobile Internet, and Telecommunication Services. Any developer today who wants to employ 

these infrastructure services need only write a few lines of code. All this is possible because operating systems like iOS and 

Android provide a simplified application layer over these global protocols. 


An application layer does the heavy lifting of managing, updating and building the simple-to-use tools to access the protocol 

layer. Any updates or changes or upgrades to the Protocol layer are also managed by the application layer directly. Thus 

without an application layer, each developer would have to find their own way to interpret and implement the Protocol. 


The launch of ONDC will create many new opportunities for developers and businesses everywhere. With ONDC launching 

as a Global Protocol for Commerce, the need for an application layer to implement it is clear. Siva is an open source platform 

that can act as the application layer for ONDC. With our open APIs, open Architecture and integration Platform coupled with 

open data science models (Siva Labs), we aim to arm the developer community with the tools necessary to build 

applications, solutions and services to serve all stakeholders to the protocol - buyers, sellers and technology service 

providers. 
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Siva Fermion - 

Core



Core Architecture

Fermion Core - Block Diagram

Fermion Core - Functional Diagram
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Siva Core Data Flow Diagrams

In the dfd lets start with the developer (bottom left). He/she submits an app to the listing app store. If the app is approved 

the secret key gets generated and if the app is rejected it gets back to the submit stage. Once the secret key is generated 

we put the app in the Siva app core repository. We keep few details of the app like *

� App Name*

� App Technical Name*

� App version*

� Description*

� Developer details*

� Added component list*

� Secret key*

� Code Base*

� Concurrency list*

� Access class*

� Security group*

� Cron job*

� Database schema modificationDependent apps*

� Third part connector list*

� Micro front end
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( Micro back end�

( App Price�

( Purchase History�

( File system


On the user side they first access the Siva frontend. There can also be a third-party app frontend which comes from the app 

store (where the purchase of the app might happen). There are also different microservices which render to the Siva 

frontend. There is a core component library that gets to the Siva frontend core and gets delivered to the user. From the front 

end, we check if the data is transactional and then we move it to EDA if not we move the data to the Redis cache. Even from 

EDA, we can push to Redis cache. 


Then there is the Siva core backend engine. From the AppStore, we create lots of libraries like the concurrency library and 

the connector library, the cron library, the access class library, the DB schema library and the codec file system library. From 

the concurrency library, we have a Siva concurrency core which handles data with the backend engine. In the same way, we 

have a connector library that gets connected to our Siva connector and from there goes to the mapper service and then to 

connector EDA and finally to third-party applications. Its a bidirectional data flow. 


Similarly, we have the cron library which connects to the cron core and that connects to our database. Then there is an 

access class to the access class core which finally connects to the core engine. In the same way, we have DB schema to 

ORM core code and from there it goes to the SQL, NoSQL database and also gets connected to the core engine. 


In the Siva PII manager, we manage all the PII details. We adhere to the PII specifications of different buyer-side and seller-

side apps. If someone requests to delete the PII data after some time the cron ensures the data is deleted. It also ensures 

that the PII lives up to the overall network expectations since the buyer side can have their own PII requirements and the 

seller side can have their own PII requirements. The cron manages the PII data which makes it compatible with the 

compliance norms. 


From the app store, we have the core and file system library which connects to the siva core and file system core 

functionality which finally gets connected to the file system The siva code and file system library is then connected to the 

Siva GO compiler via a check (if not it goes via a GO python compiler). This finally goes and sits in the backend engine.
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Core APIs 

For more please visit - https://fermion.siva3.io/swagger/index.html
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Onboarding and Order processing
Sellers can be onboarded via three touchpoints. Either the common seller apps like Amazon, via messenger services like 

Whatsapp , Facebook etc or via Siva seller app. The buyer gets on board via the buyer app. The details go to the Siva EDA. 

The user details are then sent to the 	Siva Authentication engine which checks if the seller has a distribution ID or not and if 

they can be authenticated. If the user is authenticated, the access token is granted. 


The Siva contract engine communicates with ONDC transaction contract and the Siva order engine. 


Post the Siva EDA the buyer/seller info is shared with the Siva core which manages the Siva master data engine, Siva catalog 

engine, Siva chatbot, Siva order assignment engine and the Siva broadcast engine. The Siva core connects to the Siva 

personalization engine to manage buyer/seller personalization and to the database and file system to store data.


Finally, the Siva order engine manages the Siva contract enforcement and the Siva payment reconciliation. 

Onboarding and order processing Data Flow Diagrams

Markov Chain for Order Processing

The Markov chain model is used for order assignment. In the network, we have a lot of buy requests and we have a lot of 

sellers with their product availability and their own availability of serving those requests. There has to be an intelligent 

algorithm to optimally assign those orders so that network performs with utmost efficiency and the parameters of efficiency 

can be different. The first could be time efficiency which is the fastest delivery. Later we can go for the fastest and the best 

delivery. It decides which buyer request should go to which seller and the contract formation. The sellers are giving the 

availability of the products and there are buyers who are looking for those products. The Markov chain aims to marry these 

two and convert them into an order in which buy requests should go to which seller.
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Seller Assignment/ Order process Markov Chain Model (onboarding and order processing state diagram)�

, S: Steady state number of sellers in the platform -  �

, K: Steady state number of pending orders in the platform�

, µN: It is the order processing time for seller N�

, λ: rate of buyer’s order                   �

, θ: rate of seller onboarding�

, δ: rate of seller going out of the network or not available to process more order (sleep state or busy serving other orders)�

, K: Steady state order in the system


The probability of a given number of events occurring in a fixed interval of time, ie in one time-space how many events are 

happening. Every new order incoming is a Posson’s distribution. Any one order getting closed (cancelled or processed) is 

also a Poisson’s distribution. In the next loop, one new seller coming onto the platform is a Poisson’s distribution and a seller 

leaving the platform (this also includes the case where the maximum order handling capacity of the seller is reached and 

they will not be able to process more orders)  is also a Poisson’s distribution.


The seller assignment and order processing can be explained via the Markov chain model. Overall processing time is not 4 

µ0. Per order processing time is 1 µ0. For seller 0 and order 3 the processing time becomes 4 µ0.It will be 2 µ0 for the 0th 

seller for (0,1) because if the order is placed to 0th seller that will take µ0 time and from 0 to 1 again µ0 So nodal transition is 

going to be µ0 however the collective time for that order to be processed is additive of nodes till that point of time.
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� Birth Death Buy Order state

In the first Markov chain which is the birth death order state you can either stay on the 0th order/0th node) (if you start 

from the 0th state) or you can get a new order and get to node 1. You can also have an order processed (or cancelled) and 

go back to the previous node (in this case to node 0). This is the birth death problem. Birth is going to the next one (left to 

right) and death going to the previous one (right to left). So if there are 1000 orders coming then it would be 1000 births. It 

will shift by one - one - one. We can stay in the same state or go to the next or previous state. There is no way to go from 

say 1 to 3. 


At one point order state will reach a steady state. Eg. if more orders come and there are fewer sellers then the order 

processing time will drastically increase. So the system might not accept any further orders. A real-life example would be if 

one is trying to book a cab and the cab network is showing the wait time as 45 min then most probably one will try for 

some other option like an own car. 


One can move right or left depending on whether a new order is created or processed/cancelled respectively. Staying on 

the same node would imply no new order getting processed/cancelled or created. λ is from 0 to 1 and µ is from 1 to 0  since 

for new orders it's from (N-1) to N for processing it's from (N+1) to N. 

2. Birth Death Seller state

In the second Markov chain which is the birth-death seller state we have one new seller coming in or one new seller going 

out of the platform. The steady state of the seller is S. θ denotes a new seller on the platform. δ denotes one new seller 

going out of the platform (either not processing new orders or entirely left). If we are not moving from one node to another 

and staying on the same node it means no new seller coming in or going out. In a steady state (S,K),  the system is 

resolving K number of orders with S number of sellers. The probability of the same node to the same node falling is actually 

irrelevant in the whole system calculation. The same state probability is the derivative of µ and λ. Theta and delta give the 

seller same state probability. The joint distribution of θ and δ gives the probability of that seller in the same row. We do not 

need a separate probability. All three probabilities add up to 1. If our adding probability is x and deleting probability is y then 

our staying probability is 1- (x+y).
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3. Combined Buyer Seller Markov Dia

Let's see the third Markov chain now. Why is µ (2,1) is different from µ(3,2)? Ie why is the order serving time different? This 

is happening because we do not know which seller is serving that order and the average time taken by that seller to 

process that order and how many orders the seller has on his/her platter. (0,0) indicates seller 0 processing order number 

0. (1,0) means seller 1 processing order number 0). Going toward the right goes to orders steady state (K). Moving down 

goes towards the seller’s steady state (S). (S.K) is theoretically the network dynamic state. This is the Markov chain 

because here everyone has the probability of getting the order. The µ indicates that seller 0 takes µ0 time to process the 

order. If a seller goes out of the network the entire row gets taken off. If an order is closed or cancelled the entire column 

gets taken off (and the next order replaces it). If at (0,0) a new seller comes then its θ (0,1). If from node (1,0) a seller goes 

out it is δ(1,0). 
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For now, mere seller coming to the platform ensures the order to the seller. Later on, we might add something like the quality 

of the seller like star ratings. Then its not the probability of seller 1 processing order 1. Its about seller 1 given some rating 

processing the order. This can be shown on a 3D plane only. Because then we are talking about joint distribution. The seller 

itself is there in the platform vs the rating of the seller. With the Markov chain model, we can calculate surge pricing (if any), 

and the expected wait time among others.
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Core Backend Architecture

The back-end is the code that runs on the server, that receives requests from the clients, and contains the logic to send the 

appropriate data back to the client. The back-end also includes the database, which will persistently store all of the data for 

the application

Developers Use Case Diagram on the Backend PaaS

Developers can use the Eunimart Platform in their own servers. They can acquire the Backend Core code form the Siva3.io 

website and customize the code as per their requirements and host it on their own server. They can then connect it to their 

other solutions using Open APIs

Fermion Core Backend - Data Flow Diagram
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Core Frontend Architecture

Siva Core Frontend Architecture Data Flow Diagram

Micro Frontend Architecture

Micro-frontend architecture is a design approach in which a front-end app is decomposed into individual, semi-independent 

“microapps” working loosely together. The micro-frontend concept is vaguely inspired by, and named after, microservices.

Today, the Monolith Frontend is being phased out in favour of Micro Frontend Architecture, which provides:q

S Scalability to allow rendering of multiple modular frontendsq

S Heterogenous frameworks for running in a single applicationq

S Avoids complexities of a large monolithq

S Allowing multiple teams to peacefully coalesce their development effortsq

S Separate release schedules/delivery timelines

Highlights

S Eunimart’s PaaS system have different microservices running on different ports to achieve scalability & reliability. q

S To add safety, Eunimart is using Nginx Reverse Proxy [web server] to redirect frontend URLs and for configuring the SSL.q

S We are using Node.JS to host frontend applications and to make them run on defined ports. q

S We are using PM2 to host this node server which gives the advantage of a load balancer for different cores of our server.�

S PM2 enables you to keep applications alive forever, reloads them without downtime, helps you to manage application 

logging, monitoring, and clustering.
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User Data Flow Diagram of Frontend Core

For users

Use Case Diagram of Frontend Architecture for Users

If a user comes to the Eunimart Platform, the Frontend Architecture will work in the following manner. C

7 The user will set up the Access Control for his account. C

7 The user will then access the different applications and the frontend will call upon the respective microservicesC

7 The Platform will import Remote_Entry.js to render the components to the frontend

For Developers

7 The developer can download the components on to their local system running a Git Clone UI Engine command. Then they 

can develop their own components or edit their own components and raise a pull request on Git Hub for updating their 

components in the system. C

7 A similar approach is also available for Micro Services. The developer can create a Microservice in their local by running 

NPX Create Siva-paas. Once the editing is completed, the developer can deploy the code using PM2 to a port, calibrate 

the port and reroute the URL to secure the Port.
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How Client Apps work with Eunimart PaaS using our 

Frontend Architecture
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To allow enable applications to be built on top of Eunimart PaaS, we allow a plug and play system with the Eunimart Frontend 

Architecture. The Client app sits on top of the Eunimart system and calls the components for usage. The client app has no 

need to have UI or Frontend development, the system calls the components from our Remote UI Library and the components 

are rendered helper code.


We are using the functionality of Webpack which was recently rolled out in a major update of webpack, Module Federation.


Module federation allows a JavaScript application to dynamically load code from another application — in the process, of 

sharing dependencies, if an application consuming a federated module does not have a dependency needed by the 

federated code — Webpack will download the missing dependency from that federated build origin.

Revenue Model

The Client app could also use paid components and widgets made by the developer community. The Client App would call 

the components and be intercepted by the Payment Processor and if the payment has been done the Client App would have 

access to the Paid Components & Widgets. 
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Core Event Driven Architecture

An event-driven architecture uses events to trigger and communicate between decoupled services and is common in 

modern applications built with microservices. An event is a change in state, or an update, like an item being placed in a 

shopping cart on an e-commerce website. Events can either carry the state (the item purchased, its price, and a delivery 

address) or events can be identifiers (a notification that an order was shipped).


Event-driven architectures have three key components: event producers, event routers, and event consumers. A producer 

publishes an event to the router, which filters and pushes the events to consumers. Producer services and consumer 

services are decoupled, which allows them to be scaled, updated, and deployed independently.

Use Case Diagram of Event Driven Architecture on the Siva 

In an EDA, the Customers or Siva users produce events and are known as the Producers. Through the front end and Load 

Balancer, the Kafka system gets the events arranged in a queue. The Kafka system then sends the event to the server for 

processing and the server becomes the consumer. To fulfil the event requests, the server sends a query to Redis Cache for 

relevant data as Redis acts much faster and is much more efficient. If Redis Cache can fulfil the request, the data is sent 

back to the server. If not, the Redis passes the Query to the Database and the Database sends the data to the server and 

drops a copy in Redis as well. The server now sends the event back to the client as a producer and the cycle is complete.

Data Flow Diagram of Event Driven Architecture on the Siva
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//Below is the code for EDA where “Vamaship Connect” is listening to events emitted

package

const =

=

+ +

+ +

+

 vamaship


 (


   vamaship 

   

   

)


  string  

func () {


   ()


}


func () {


    :  emitter. ()


   emitter. (events.CreateShipmentEvent  name  , vamaship.Call3pspSurfaceShipping)


   emitter. (events.CreateShipmentEvent  name  , vamaship.Call3pspExpressShipping)


   emitter. (events.CancelShipmentEvent  name, vamaship.CancelShipment)


}


import

Init

EventListener

EventListener

emitter GetObj

On

On

On

"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/app/integrations/vamaship/app"


"code_develop_go_0.0/pkg/util/emitter"


"code_develop_go_0.0/pkg/util/events"


"Vamaship"


"Land"

"Air"

name
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Core Concurrency

Concurrency in software engineering means the collection of techniques and mechanisms that enable a system to perform 

several different tasks simultaneously, or apparently simultaneously

Core concurrency management Use Case Diagrams

//Below code is to manage concurrency where many requests tries to update same data

func UpdateInventory

Lock

Unlock

 (s service) (data map[string]interface{}) error {


   s.mu. ()


   defer s.mu. ()


 


   

 


}

*

// logic to update inventory
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Core concurrency management Data Flow Diagrams

Use Case Diagram of Concurrency Management Scenario on 

the Siva 

Let's say, two users are trying to update the inventory in their account simultaneously. Meanwhile a third user is trying to 

read the current inventory count. 


The existing inventory in the system is 28. The user A tries to add 2 inventory to the count, and user B tries to reduces 4 

inventory count. The Concurrency management works of FIFO or First In First Our basis. As soon as the requests reach the 

system, the system locks all activity, sorts the request in order of reception and picks up the first request in line. In this 

example, User A’s request of adding 2 inventory is processed first. After the first request is the execute, the lock is release. 


The same process is also used to then process the second request. User C has made the request to read the Inventory 

count. Based on the step the system is in, the inventory at the moment of request is sent to the user C.
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Go-Python Compiler Architecture

In computing, a compiler is a computer program that translates computer code written in one programming language into 

another language. The name "compiler" is primarily used for programs that translate source code from a high-level 

programming language to a lower level language to create an executable program.

Use Case Diagram for Go-Py compiler

To make the platform more accessible to more and more developers, Siva has introduced a compiler to convert Python to 

Golang. Today Python is the most commonly used programming language. 


The developers can code their applications in Python and submit them to the platform. The compiler explicitly executes 

stored precompiled bytecode made by a compiler and matched with the compiler Virtual Machine. Therefore allowing 

customers to have a seamless experience of the platform and still retain the benefits of Golang.

Siva Go Python Compiler Data Flow Diagrams
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Core ORM Architecture

Siva ORM Data Flow Diagrams

Below is the usage of gorm for connecting to PostgreSQL DB, You can also see it has capabilities of clear database, migrate 

db models to tables, seed master data, seed test data.

package db


 


 (


   

   

   

   

   

 


   scheduler 

   

   

   model_core 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

import

"flag"


"fmt"


"log"


"os"


"time"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/app/scheduler/model"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/accounting"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/core"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/inventory_orders"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/inventory_tasks"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/mdm"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/mdm/shared_pricing_and_location"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/omnichannel"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/orders"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/returns"


"code_develop_go_0.0/internal/model/shipping"


"code_develop_go_0.0/pkg/util"
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)


 


 db *gorm.DB


 err error


 


func () {


    (


            os. ( )


            os. ( )


            os. ( )


            os. ( )


            os. ( )


         os. ( )


              os. ( )


   )


 


    :  fmt. (

, , , , , , , )


 


    :  logger. (


       log. (os.Stdout, , log.LstdFlags), 

       logger.Config{


           SlowThreshold:               time.Second, 

           IgnoreRecordNotFoundError: ,            

           LogLevel:                  logger.Warn,     

           Colorful:                  ,            

       },


   )


 


   db, err  gorm. (postgres. (dsn), gorm.Config{


       Logger: gormCustomLogger,


   })


 


    err  nil {


       ( )


   }


    :  flag. ( , , )


    :  flag. ( , , )


    :  flag. ( , , )


    :  flag. ( , , )


    :  flag. ( , , )


   flag. ()


    clearDB {


       fmt. ( )


       db. ( )


       db. ( )


       fmt. ( )


   }


    migrateDB {


       db. (model_core.Tables )


       db. (model.SampleTables )

"gorm.io/driver/postgres"


"gorm.io/gorm"


"gorm.io/gorm/logger"


"DB_HOST"

"DB_USER"

"DB_PASS"

"DB_NAME"

"DB_PORT"

"DB_SSLMODE"

"DB_TZ"

"host=%s user=%s password=%s dbname=%s port=%s sslmode=%s 

TimeZone=%s"

" "

"failed to connect database"

"clearDB" "a bool"

"seedMD" "a bool"

"seedTD" "a bool"

"migrateDB" "a bool"

"seedMeta" "all" "a string"

"Deleting all data from database..."

"DROP SCHEMA public CASCADE"

"CREATE SCHEMA public"

"Successfully deleted all data from database..."

var

var

var

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

*

= &

if !=

=

=

=

=

=

if *

if *

...

...

Init

Getenv

Getenv

Getenv

Getenv

Getenv

Getenv

Getenv

dsn Sprintf

gormCustomLogger New

New

Open Open

panic

clearDB Bool

seedMD Bool

seedTD Bool

migrateDB Bool

seedMeta String

Parse

Println

Exec

Exec

Println

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

DB_HOST

DB_USER

DB_PASS

DB_NAME

DB_PORT

DB_SSLMODE

DB_TZ

DB_HOST DB_USER DB_PASS DB_NAME DB_PORT DB_SSLMODE DB_TZ

\r\n

1

true

true

false

false

false

false

// io writer


// Slow SQL threshold


// Ignore ErrRecordNotFound error 

for logger


// Log level


// Disable color
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       db. (model_core.CoreUsersTables )


       db. (mdm.MdmTables )


       db. (shared_pricing_and_location.SharedLocationandPricingTables )


       db. (inventory_orders.InventoryOrdersTables )


       db. (inventory_tasks.InventoryTasksTables )


       db. (orders.OrdersTables )


       db. (returns.ReturnsTables )


       db. (omnichannel.Omnichanneltables )


       db. (shipping.ShippingTables )


       db. (accounting.AccountingTables )


       db. (model_core.MetaTables )


       db. (scheduler.SchedulerTables )


       db. (model_core.AccessTables )


       util. (db, seedMeta)


   }


    seedMD {


       util. (db)


   }


    seedTD {


       util. (db)


   }


    clearDB  ( seedMeta    migrateDB) {


       util. (db, seedMeta)


   }


}


 


func () gorm.  {


    db


}


AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

AutoMigrate

SeedMetaTable

SeedMasterData

SeedTestData

SeedMetaTable

DbManager

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

if *

if *

if !* && * != && !*

*

return

""

DB

Below is the reference we use gorm db instance to define CRUD operations

func SaveLocation

err Model Create

func UpdateLocation

err

Model Where Updates

func DeleteLocation

zone Getenv

_ LoadLocation

data

 (r locations) (data shared_pricing_and_location.Locations) error {


    :  r.db. ( shared_pricing_and_location.Locations{}). (data).Error


    err  nil {


        err


   }


    nil


}


 (r locations) (query map[string]interface{}, data 

shared_pricing_and_location.Locations) error {


    :  

r.db. ( shared_pricing_and_location.Locations{}). (query). (data).Error


    err  nil {


        err


   }


    nil


}


 (r locations) (query map[string]interface{}) error {


    :  os. ( )


   loc,  :  time. (zone)


    :  map[string]interface{}

* *

= &

if !=

return

return

*

*

=

&

if !=

return

return

*

=

=

=

"DB_TZ"
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       : query[ ].(int),


       : time. (). (loc),


   }


   (query, )


    :  

r.db. ( shared_pricing_and_location.Locations{}). (query). (data).Error


    err  nil {


        err


   }


    nil


}


 (r locations) (query map[string]interface{}) 

(shared_pricing_and_location.Locations, error) {


    data shared_pricing_and_location.Locations


    :  

r.db. (clause.Associations). ( shared_pricing_and_location.Locations{}). (q

uery). ( data)


    err.RowsAffected   {


        data, errors. ( )


   }


    err.Error  nil {


        data, err.Error


   }


    data, nil


}


 (r locations) (query interface{}, p pagination.Paginatevalue) 

([]shared_pricing_and_location.Locations, error) {


    data []shared_pricing_and_location.Locations


    :  

r.db. (clause.Associations). ( shared_pricing_and_location.Locations{}). (

helpers. ( shared_pricing_and_location.Locations{}, p, 

r.db)). (query). ( data).Error


    err  nil {


        data, err


   }


    data, nil


}


 (r locations) (query string) 

([]shared_pricing_and_location.Locations, error) {


    data []shared_pricing_and_location.Locations


    :  r.db. ( shared_pricing_and_location.Locations{}). ( data, 

, query ).Error


    err  nil {


        data, err


   }


    data, nil


}



"deleted_by" "user_id"

"deleted_at"

"user_id"

"record not found"

"name ILIKE ? 

" "%" "%"

Now In

err

Model Where Updates

func FindOneLocation

err

Preload Model Where

First

New

func FindAllLocation

err

Preload Model Scopes

Paginate

Where Find

func SearchLocation

err Model Find

delete

=

&

if !=

return

return

*

var

=

&

&

if ==

return

if !=

return

return

* *

var

=

&

&

&

if !=

return

return

*

var

= & &

+ +

if !=

return

return

0
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Core Authentication

JSON Web Token (JWT) is an open standard (RFC 7519) that defines a compact and self-contained way for securely 

transmitting information between parties as a JSON object. This information can be verified and trusted because it is digitally 

signed. JWTs can be signed using a secret (with the HMAC algorithm) or a public/private key pair using RSA or ECDSA.

Use Case Diagram for Authentication

g The user comes to the platform and enters their credentialsl

g The Credentials are sent from the client app and hit the APIl

g The Authentication API generates the Security JWT Tokenl

g The API returns the JWT back to the Client Appl

g The Customer gets access to the secure areal

g As the customer navigates around the platform the Client App sends the JWT Token in every record

Data Flow Diagram for Authentication
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As you can see, leaving out the user-based steps, you only need 4 steps:


First, the client application (here I used a front-end app, but you can do the same with another service) will send a sign-in 

request. This means you’re sending the log-in credentials, just this once.


Second, the API will validate these credentials and if they’re correct, it’ll generate the token. This is the most important step 

because the generated token as I mentioned is nothing more than an encrypted JSON object. This allows you to add as 

much data into it as you want, and you will want to add data because JWT allows you to perform stateless authorization, 

which I’ll cover in a second.


Third, with the JWT generated, all you have to do is return it back to the client application.


Finally, the client app will later send this token on every subsequent request. This token means you’ve been authenticated 

and can access the secret section of the application.

Below is the reference for managing authentication where each requests are passed through middleware and authenticated 

only if authorized access.

package

var

=

return

=

==

=

!=

= *

= * !

 middleware


 


 (


   

   

   

 


   res 

 


   

   

)


 


func (next echo.HandlerFunc) echo.HandlerFunc {


    (


       jwtKey  os. ( )


   )


 


    (c echo.Context) error {


       authToken :  c. ().Header. ( )


       if authToken   {


           return res.RespError(c, &res.ErrUnauthorized)


       }


 


       splitToken :  strings. (authToken, )


 


       if (splitToken)   {


           return res.RespError(c, &res.ErrUnauthorized)


       }


 


       token, err :  jwt. (splitToken[ ], (token jwt.Token) (interface{}, error) {


           if _, ok :  token.Method.( jwt.SigningMethodHMAC); ok {


               return nil, fmt.Errorf( , token.Header[ ])


           }

import

Authorization

Getenv

func

Request Get

Split

len

Parse func

"fmt"


"os"


"strings"


"code_develop_go_0.0/pkg/util/response"


"github.com/golang-jwt/jwt/v4"


"github.com/labstack/echo/v4"


"JWT_KEY"

"Authorization"

""

"Bearer "

"unexpected signing method: %v" "alg"

2

1
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           return []byte(jwtKey), nil


       })


 


       if err != nil || !token.Valid {


           return res.RespError(c, &res.ErrUnauthorized)


       }


       c.Set("Username", token.Claims.(jwt.MapClaims)[ ])


       s :  fmt. ( , token.Claims.(jwt.MapClaims)[ ])


       a :  fmt. ( , token.Claims.(jwt.MapClaims)[ ])


       c. ( , s)


       c. ( , a)


       return (c)


   }


}


"Username"

"%v" "ID"

"%v" "access_template_id"

"TokenUserID"

"AccessTemplateId"

=

=

Sprintf

Sprintf

Set

Set

next

g. ( , h.ListSalesOrders, cmiddleware.Authorization)


g. ( , h.ViewSalesOrders, cmiddleware.Authorization)


g. ( , h.CreateSalesOrders, cmiddleware.Authorization, SalesOrdersCreateValidate)


g. ( , h.UpdateSalesOrders, cmiddleware.Authorization, SalesOrdersUpdateValidate)


g. ( , h.DeleteSalesOrders, cmiddleware.Authorization)


g. ( , h.DeleteSalesOrderLines, cmiddleware.Authorization)


g. ( , h.SearchSalesOrders, cmiddleware.Authorization)

GET

GET

POST

POST

DELETE

DELETE

GET

""

"/:id"

"/create"

"/:id/update"

"/:id/delete"

"/order_lines/:id/delete"

"/search"

package middleware


 


 (


   

   

   

 


   res 

 


   

   

)


 


func (next echo.HandlerFunc) echo.HandlerFunc {

import

Authorization

"fmt"


"os"


"strings"


"code_develop_go_0.0/pkg/util/response"


"github.com/golang-jwt/jwt/v4"


"github.com/labstack/echo/v4"
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Core Access management

Access management is primarily information security, IT and data governance process used in granting access to valid users 

and prohibiting invalid users. Typically, AM is used in conjunction with identity access management (IAM). Identity 

management creates, provisions and controls different users, roles, groups and polices, whereas AM ensures that these 

roles and policies are followed. An AM-based application/system stores the different user roles and their profiles, and 

process user access requests based on the data/profile/roles.

Use Case Diagram of Access Management on the Siva 

The Siva Access Class Core is built keeping Open Networks in mind. Just like how Open Networks are open for participants 

of all kinds. The Siva Access Class Core has provided premade templates and the open sourced custom templates to fit all 

needs. Right out of the box, the system has roles and workflows needed by different categories of players on ONDC 

protocol.


A. Street Hawker


India has an estimated 5 million street hawkers and even though the number is largely conservative, they make up a major 

proportion of India’s informal retail segment. 


The Street Hawkers will be able to access the application layer using Whatsapp and any other Messenger service. The Siva 

chatbot or a seller app on the other end will allow the user to add inventory, update catalog, receive and process orders and 

manage payments


B. Small Pharmacy


Like small kiranas, the pharmacies in India do crores of business and provide a valuable medical infrastructure to the country. 


A small pharmacy typically a two-man operation, will have an owner and a chemist.
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The Owner - will have access to all the sales and financial information along with the cataloging, inventory and other basics.


The Chemist - will only have access to create the orders, check inventory and accept payments.


C. Shipping Operator


Shipping Operators act as the backbone of logistics and supply chain systems in India. Any Shipping Operator will have at 

least 3 types of users. 


The Owner - will have a dashboard view of all the financial and operational data of their business


The Account Managers - are responsible for all the different client accounts and keep track of ledgers, transactions and 

shipments


The Lorry Drivers - will have access to shipment details, project timelines and shipping routes.


D. Big Company


Company Admin - The Company administrator is a user who has all administrative powers within the company account. 

Usually, this is the account owner or a user-appointed by the account owner. The Administrator has complete control over 

the account. They can see all data and edit all data across the platform. They also have some additional ability to create and 

manage other users. 


Sales Manager - The Sales Manager, as the name suggests, manages sales and the sales team of the organization. As such 

they have to create, read, edit and delete access for all sales team data only


Sales Executive - Like the Sales Manager, the Sales executive also works in Sales and has created, read edit and delete 

access but they are only limited to data assigned or created by them.


Auditor - An Auditor is usually an external agent tasked with or hired for reconciling tax and financial declarations of the 

company to the relevant parties. The auditor does not have any ability to create or edit data but is only given read access for 

all.


Data Flow Diagram of Access Management on the Siva 

Once a Client comes on the platform they are given access according to the access role or class they have. Based on the 

access rule engine they can get View and/or Data Access. As they move in the platform the Access Management allows data 

and query from the user to the Backend core and vice-versa.
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func (access_template_id string, module_access_action string, 

module_access_name string, user_id uint) (bool, interface{}) {


 


   id,  :  strconv. (access_template_id)


 


   fmt. ( , id)


 


   modules_data,  :  access_repo. (). ( (id))


 


   for _,  :  range modules_data {


        module_data.DisplayName  module_access_name {


 


            view_actions []map[string]interface{}


            module_data.ViewActions  nil {


               json. (module_data.ViewActions, view_actions)


           }


            data_actions []map[string]interface{}


            module_data.ViewActions  nil {


               json. (module_data.DataActions, data_actions)


           }


           viewActionsAccess,  :  (module_access_action, view_actions)


 


            viewActionsAccess {


               dataActionsAccess,  :  (module_access_action, 

data_actions, user_id)


                viewActionsAccess, dataActionsAccess


           }


       }


   }


    , 

}


 


func (module_access_action string, actions []map[string]interface{}) 

(bool, error) {


   for _,  :  range actions {


 


        :  fmt. (action[ ])


 


        (action[ ]    action[ ]  

module_access_action)  ctrl_flag   {


            , nil


       }


   }


    , nil


}


 


func (module_access_action string, actions []map[string]interface{}, id 

uint) (interface{}, error) {


   for _,  :  range actions {


 


        :  fmt. (action[ ])


       

ValidateUserAccess

_ Atoi

Println

_ NewModule FindByidModule uint

module_data

Unmarshal

Unmarshal

_ ViewActionsAccess

_ DataActionsAccess

ViewActionsAccess

action

ctrl_flag Sprint

DataActionsAccess

action

ctrl_flag Sprint

=

=

=

if ==

var

if !=

&

var

if !=

&

=

if

=

return

return

=

=

if == || ==

&& ==

return

return

=

=

"AccesstemplateId"

""


"ctrl_flag"

"lookup_code" "ADMIN" "lookup_code"

"1"

"ctrl_flag"

false

true

false

//add comapny query in default to all usesrs for the level of access
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        action[ ]    action[ ]  

module_access_action {


            ctrl_flag   {


                nil, nil


           }   ctrl_flag   {


                , nil


           }   ctrl_flag   {


 


                [ ][ ]string{{ , , fmt.Sprintf( , id)}}, nil


           }   ctrl_flag   {


               

                [ ][ ]string{{ , , fmt.Sprintf( , id)}}, nil


           }   ctrl_flag   {


                action[ ], nil


           }


            nil, nil


       }


   }


    nil, nil


}


if == || ==

if ==

return

else if ==

return

else if ==

return

else if ==

return

else if ==

return

return

return

"lookup_code" "ADMIN" "lookup_code"

"0"

"1"

""

"2"

"created_by" "=" "%d"

"3"

"created_by" "=" "%d"

"4"

"query"

1 3

1 3

//add the return data here based on the sub users creation with the created 

by or parent id.
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Core Deployment

Core CI/CD

The CI/CD Process in Eunimart Platform

CI/CD (Continuous Integration - Continuous Delivery/Deployment) is a set of automation practices for software building, 

testing, and deployment. The CI/CD pipelines are based on the notions of automation and speed of the entire development 

process.


Many DevOps tools participate in the workflow of CI/CD pipelines. Kubernetes is often employed as the container 

orchestrator of choice, together with the Jenkins automation server, Docker, and other tools.


Setting up a Kubernetes CI/CD workflow ensures that the pipeline can leverage the platform's capabilities, such as 

automation and efficient resource management.

Frontend deployment script:

const =

=>

if

return

if

return

 {  }  ( );



(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);

exec require 'child_process'

'pm2 start ASN_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name ASN_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

exec

log

log

log

error stdout stderr
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exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);

'pm2 start Contacts_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name Contacts_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start DO_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name DO_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start app_store/backend/Main.js --name app_store'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start GRN_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name GRN_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return
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exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);

'pm2 start IST_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name IST_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start Inventory_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name Inventory_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start Invoicing_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name Invoicing_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start locations_eunimart/backend/Main.js --name locations_eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return
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exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);

'pm2 start Pricing_eunimart/backend/Main.js --name Pricing_eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start Products_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name Products_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start PO_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name PO_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start purchase_return_eunimart/backend/Main.js --name purchase_return_eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return
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exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  

,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );

'pm2 start Sale_Returns_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name Sale_Returns_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start Scrap_orders_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name Scrap_orders_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start Shipping_management_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name 

Shipping_management_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start UOM_eunimart/backend/Main.js --name UOM_eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return
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  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  

,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

'pm2 start accounting_eunimart_v2/backend/Main.js --name accounting_eunimart_v2'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start core_eunimart/backend/Main.js --name core_eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start NDR_WD_V2_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name NDR_WD_V2_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start omnichannel_logistic_localwh/backend/Main.js --name 

omnichannel_logistic_localwh'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return
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    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  

,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  

,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


(


  ,


  ( , , )  {


     (error) {


      console. ( error message );


      ;


    }


     (stderr) {


      console. ( stderr );


      ;


    }


    console. ( stdout );


  }


);


log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

exec

log

log

log

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start omnichannel_virtualwh_retail/backend/Main.js --name 

omnichannel_virtualwh_retail'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start omnichannel_web_marketplace/backend/Main.js --name 

omnichannel_web_marketplace'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

'pm2 start Sales_Orders_Eunimart/backend/Main.js --name Sales_Orders_Eunimart'

`error: ${ . }`

`stderr: ${ }`

`stdout: ${ }`

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

error stdout stderr

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return

=>

if

return

if

return
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Backend deployment script:

# euni_plt_go_gorm


 


Eunimart Platform build using Go Echo framework.


 


  : 

 


## Build  Run


 


 


## Generate swagger documentation


 


install go swagger


 


 


to generate  documentation


 


-

&

PORT 3031


API

```bash


# If u wanna run in development


$ ENV=DEV go run main.go


 


#if u wanna run in development with local db cleard


$ ENV=DEV go run main.go -clearDB=true


 


#if u wanna run in development with seed master data


$ ENV=DEV go run main.go -seedMD=true


 


#if u wanna run in development with migrations


$ ENV=DEV go run main.go -migrateDB=true


 


# If u wanna build


$ go build


 


#If u wanna run in docker


$ docker-compose up


```


```bash


go get github.com/swaggo/swag


 


cd $GOPATH/src/github.com/swaggo/swag


 


go install cmd/swag


 


```


```bash


 


swag init --parseDependency


 


```
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to see the results, run app and access {{base_url}} swagger index.html


 


## [Manifest](manifest.md)


 


## [Ipaas](ipaas_core.md)


# Author


 


Eunimart


 


 


 


/ /
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Core Orchestration 

Orchestration is the automated configuration, management, and coordination of computer systems, applications, and 

services. Orchestration helps the platform to more easily manage complex tasks and workflows.


The platform teams have to manage many servers and applications, but doing so manually isn’t a scalable strategy. The more 

complex a system, the more complex managing all the moving parts can become. The need to combine multiple automated 

tasks and their configurations across groups of systems or machines increases. That’s where orchestration can help.

Orchestration Data Flow Diagram
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Core Reverse Proxy

A reverse proxy is a server that sits in front of web servers and forwards client (e.g. web browser) requests to those web 

servers. Reverse proxies are typically implemented to help increase security, performance, and reliability.


A forward proxy, often called a proxy, proxy server, or web proxy, is a server that sits in front of a group of client machines. 

When those computers make requests to sites and services on the Internet, the proxy server intercepts those requests and 

then communicates with web servers on behalf of those clients, like a middleman.

Use Case Diagram of Reverse Proxy

Load balancing – A reverse proxy server can act as a “traffic cop,” sitting in front of your backend servers and distributing 

client requests across a group of servers in a manner that maximizes speed and capacity utilization while ensuring no one 

server is overloaded, which can degrade performance. If a server goes down, the load balancer redirects traffic to the 

remaining online servers.


Web acceleration – Reverse proxies can compress inbound and outbound data, as well as cache commonly requested 

content, both of which speed up the flow of traffic between clients and servers. They can also perform additional tasks such 

as SSL encryption to take load off of your web servers, thereby boosting their performance.


Security and anonymity – By intercepting requests headed for your backend servers, a reverse proxy server protects their 

identities and acts as an additional defense against security attacks. It also ensures that multiple servers can be accessed 

from a single record locator or URL regardless of the structure of your local area network.


SSL encryption - Encrypting and decrypting SSL (or TLS) communications for each client can be computationally expensive 

for an origin server. A reverse proxy can be configured to decrypt all incoming requests and encrypt all outgoing responses, 

freeing up valuable resources on the origin server.
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 Data Flow Diagram of Reverse Proxy

Once a user lands in the system, the request sent is validated for SSL Encryption. If the SSL Encryption passes, the passed 

forward to the Platform System protected by the NGinX Reverse Proxy. Through the load balancing mechanism the requests 

are processed with relevant Microservices and then to the Databases. The final request is then passed on to the App Server.
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Siva Boson - 

iPaaS



Siva Mapper - iPaaS

An iPaaS, or integration Platform as a Service is a platform that standardizes how applications are integrated into an 

organization, making it easier to automate business processes and share data across applications.


The customer can integrate their 3rd Party Solutions with the Eunimart Platform using Open APIs and connecting them using 

our iPaaS. 

Customers Use Case Diagram of the Siva Boson - Mapper (iPaaS)
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Data Flow Diagram for Siva Fermion - iPaaS Mapper
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Siva Many 

Worlds - AI and 

Data Science



Cataloging Architecture

Siva Catalog AI Data Flow Diagrams 

Onboarding comprises multiple subsystems working together seamlessly. First is the chatbot which allows communication 

and transfer of data from the end user (seller in onboarding scenario) to the Siva platform. Then comes the cataloging part 

which comprises category mapping, template mapping, field prediction, image optimization, keyword generation and 

description generation.


The sellers can connect to third party seller apps, the messenger apps like Whatsapp, and Facebook messenger or they can 

use the Siva seller app. The buyer can either use the messenger apps or use the Siva buyer apps. All the requests from the 

buyer and seller come to the Siva EDA (Event Driven Architecture). After passing through EDA we first check if the product 

query is clean (ie has all the data points). If the query is clean it goes to the category predictor and then to the Siva catalog 

repo process. That connects to the price predictor and the demand forecast processes. 


If the buyer/seller side app schema is available then it goes for a query in product taxonomy. If not then we do a Siva AI 

schema mapping. Finally, it goes to the EDA and the fields get predicted. If not we manually do a schema development and 

add it.  


If the query is not clean it continues to CNN operation which queries only with image, voice or text. That gives the output as 

a clean query which again passes through the check. The query recirculates within the CNN till it's clean. In CNN if we have 

the product image available then we check if the voice is available and if it is then we convert the voice to text.  We provide 

this text (without the voice) to CNN. If originally the image was not available then we check if the text is available or not. If 

the voice is not available then again we check if the text is available or not. If the text is not available then again we go for a 

voice query.
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The elastic search goes for a product query inside the Redis cache where the product taxonomy is stored. Then we find if we 

have the image available for the whole thing or not. If the image is not available then we put it into EDA and ask for the image 

from the user. If it is available it goes to CNN. 


The catalogue predictor works as a part of the catalogue repository engine. The repository also works with a virtual try-on 

engine (VITON). There is a deep neural network in the predictor which makes the predictor work better the next time. The 

Siva catalog repo is connected to the Siva EDA (which is the same as the top/original EDA)  There we go for a query to check 

if it's a branded product. If yes we put it back to the EDA and send it back to the Siva brand connector API. Here we get the 

data from brands or brand product databases. If its non branded then we go for Siva non-branded catalog generator. For 

this, we use Siva NLG (Natural Language Generator). We provide the data back to the catalog repo. In the image storage 

database we do a Siva Image and Classifier cron job so that whatever image we have we keep labelling it. This helps when 

we get a query from catalog repo we can provide with the image search and that gets transferred to the product taxonomy. 
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Chatbot Architecture

Chatbot Data Flow Diagrams
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UCD for cataloguing, field prediction, image optimization, keyword, description generation
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Data Science Algorithms

Transformer Model

A transformer is a deep learning model that adopts the mechanism of self-attention, differentially weighting the significance 

of each part of the input data. Like recurrent neural networks (RNNs), transformers are designed to process sequential input 

data, such as natural language, with applications for tasks such as translation and text summarization. However, unlike 

RNNs, transformers process the entire input all at once. The attention mechanism provides context for any position in the 

input sequence. For example, if the input data is a natural language sentence, the transformer does not have to process one 

word at a time. This allows for more parallelization than RNNs and therefore reduces training times.

Transformer Data Flow Diagrams
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Input


The input text is parsed into tokens by a byte pair encoding tokenizer, and each token is converted via a word embedding 

into a vector. Then, positional information of the token is added to the word embedding.


Encoder–decoder architecture


Like earlier seq2seq models, the original Transformer model used an encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder consists of 

encoding layers that process the input iteratively one layer after another, while the decoder consists of decoding layers that 

do the same thing to the encoder's output.


The function of each encoder layer is to generate encodings that contain information about which parts of the inputs are 

relevant to each other. It passes its encodings to the next encoder layer as inputs. Each decoder layer does the opposite, 

taking all the encodings and using their incorporated contextual information to generate an output sequence. To achieve 

this, each encoder and decoder layer makes use of an attention mechanism.


For each input, attention weighs the relevance of every other input and draws from them to produce the output. Each 

decoder layer has an additional attention mechanism that draws information from the outputs of previous decoders before 

the decoder layer draws information from the encodings.


Both the encoder and decoder layers have a feed-forward neural network for additional processing of the outputs and 

contain residual connections and layer normalization steps

Scaled dot-product attention	


The transformer building blocks are scaled dot-product attention units. When a sentence is passed into a transformer model, 

attention weights are calculated between every token simultaneously. The attention unit produces embeddings for every 

token in the context that contains information about the token itself along with a weighted combination of other relevant 

tokens each weighted by its attention weight.


The attention calculation for all tokens can be expressed as one large matrix calculation using the softmax function, which is 

useful for training due to computational matrix operation optimizations that quickly compute matrix operations. The matrices 

Q, K and V are defined as the matrices where i th rows are vectors q, ki, and vi respectively.

Image processing

Image processing identifies specific features of particular objects in an image. AI-based image recognition often uses such 

techniques as object detection, object recognition, and segmentation. Image classification helps to identify the type of 

product present in the image and also find the characteristics of the product. So if one provides an image of a red shirt it will 

not only identify that the image is of a shirt but also identify the colour.


An Image Classification problem involves labelling a set of images with a single category, predicting these categories for a 

new set of test images, and measuring the accuracy of the predictions. There are a variety of challenges associated with this 

task, including viewpoint variation, scale variation, intra-class variation, image deformation, image occlusion, illumination 

conditions, background clutter etc.


Instead of trying to specify what every one of the image categories of interest looks like directly in code, we provide the 

computer with many examples of each image class and then develop learning algorithms that look at these examples and 

learn about the visual appearance of each class. In other words, we first accumulate a training dataset of labelled images 

and then feed it to the computer in order for it to get familiar with the data
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Given that fact, the complete image classification pipeline can be formalized as follows:�

� Our input is a training dataset that consists of N images, each labelled with one of K different classes.�

� Then, we use this training set to train a classifier to learn what every one of the classes looks like.�

� In the end, we evaluate the quality of the classifier by asking it to predict labels for a new set of images that it has never 

seen before. We will then compare the true labels of these images to the ones predicted by the classifier.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) is the most popular neural network model being used for image classification 

problems. The idea behind CNNs is that a local understanding of an image is good enough. The practical benefit is that 

having fewer parameters greatly improves the time it takes to learn as well as reduces the amount of data required to train 

the model. Instead of a fully connected network of weights from each pixel, a CNN has just enough weights to look at a small 

patch of the image. It’s like reading a book using a magnifying glass; eventually, you read the whole page, but you look at 

only a small patch of the page at any given time.


Consider a 256 x 256 image. CNN can efficiently scan it chunk by chunk — say, a 5 × 5 window. The 5 × 5 window slides 

along the image (usually left to right, and top to bottom), as shown below. How “quickly” it slides is called its stride length. 

For example, a stride length of 2 means the 5 × 5 sliding window moves by 2 pixels at a time until it spans the entire image. A 

convolution is a weighted sum of the pixel values of the image, as the window slides across the whole image.


The sliding-window magic happens in the convolution layer of the neural network. A typical CNN has multiple convolution 

layers. Each convolutional layer typically generates many alternate convolutions, so the weight matrix is a tensor of 5 × 5 × n, 

where n is the number of convolutions.


The thing with CNN is that the number of parameters is independent of the size of the original image. You can run the same 

CNN on a 300 × 300 image, and the number of parameters won’t change in the convolution layer.

Tesseract (OCR)

Tesseract — is an optical character recognition engine with open-source code, this is the most popular and qualitative OCR 

library.


OCR is used to identify text within images and extract them. Its main function is to identify text within product images and 

convert it into machine-readable text format so that the product image characteristics and features can be pulled out.


Tesseract is finding templates in pixels, letters, words and sentences. It uses a two-step approach that calls adaptive 

recognition. It requires one data stage for character recognition, then the second stage to fulfil any letters, it wasn’t insured 

in, by letters that can match the word or sentence context.

OCR UCD
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OCR Data Flow Diagrams

Hidden Markov Model

A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a statistical model that can be used to describe the evolution of observable events that 

depend on internal factors, which are not directly observable. We call the observed event a `symbol' and the invisible factor 

underlying the observation a `state'. Markov and Hidden Markov models are engineered to handle data which can be 

represented as a 'sequence' of observations over time. Hidden Markov models are probabilistic frameworks where the 

observed data are modelled as a series of outputs generated by one of several (hidden) internal states.


Markov Model: Series of (hidden) states z={z_1,z_2………….} drawn from state alphabet S ={s_1,s_2,…….𝑠 _|𝑆 |} where z_i 

belongs to S.


Hidden Markov Model: Series of observed output x = {x_1,x_2,………} drawn from an output alphabet V= {𝑣 1, 𝑣 2, . . , 𝑣 _|𝑣 |} 

where x_i belongs to V

Fast Fourier Transform

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an algorithm that determines the Discrete Fourier Transform of an input significantly faster 

than computing it directly. In computer science lingo, the FFT reduces the number of computations needed for a problem of 

size N from O(N^2) to O(NlogN).


The Fourier Transform can speed up convolutions by taking advantage of the following property.

The above equation states that the convolution of two signals is equivalent to the multiplication of their Fourier transforms. 

Therefore, by transforming the input into frequency space, a convolution becomes a single element-wise multiplication. In 

other words, the input to a convolutional layer and kernel can be converted into frequencies using the Fourier Transform, 

multiplied once and then converted back using the inverse Fourier Transform. There is an overhead associated with 

transforming the inputs into the Fourier domain and the inverse Fourier Transform to get responses back to the spatial 

domain. However, this is offset by the speed up obtained from performing a single multiplication instead of having to multiply 

the kernel with different sections of the image.
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Single Shot Detector (SSD)

A single shot detector takes one single shot to detect multiple objects within the image. In order to achieve high detection 

accuracy, the SSD model produces predictions at different scales from the feature maps of different scales and explicitly 

separates predictions by aspect ratio.


These techniques result in simple end-to-end training and high accuracy even on input images of low resolutions. SSD has 

two components: a backbone model and SSD head. The backbone model usually is a pre-trained image classification 

network as a feature extractor. This is typically a network like ResNet trained on ImageNet from which the final fully 

connected classification layer has been removed. We are thus left with a deep neural network that is able to extract semantic 

meaning from the input image while preserving the spatial structure of the image albeit at a lower resolution. For ResNet34, 

the backbone results in 256 7x7 feature maps for an input image. The SSD head is just one or more convolutional layers 

added to this backbone and the outputs are interpreted as the bounding boxes and classes of objects in the spatial location 

of the activations of the final layers.


Grid Cell


Instead of using a sliding window, SSD divides the image using a grid and have each grid cell be responsible for detecting 

objects in that region of the image. Detection objects simply means predicting the class and location of an object within that 

region. If no object is present, we consider it as the background class and the location is ignored. For instance, we could use 

a 4x4 grid in the example below. Each grid cell is able to output the position and shape of the object it contains.


Anchor Box


Each grid cell in SSD can be assigned with multiple anchor/prior boxes. These anchor boxes are pre-defined and each one is 

responsible for the size and shape within a grid cell. SSD uses a matching phase while training, to match the appropriate 

anchor box with the bounding boxes of each ground truth object within an image. Essentially, the anchor box with the 

highest degree of overlap with an object is responsible for predicting that object’s class and its location. This property is 

used for training the network and for predicting the detected objects and their locations once the network has been trained. 

In practice, each anchor box is specified by an aspect ratio and a zoom level.


Aspect ratio


Not all objects are square in shape. Some are longer and some are wider, by varying degrees. The SSD architecture allows 

pre-defined aspect ratios of the anchor boxes to account for this. The ratios parameter can be used to specify the different 

aspect ratios of the anchor boxes associated with each grid cell at each zoom/scale level.


Zoom level


It is not necessary for the anchor boxes to have the same size as the grid cell. We might be interested in finding smaller or 

larger objects within a grid cell. The zooms parameter is used to specify how much the anchor boxes need to be scaled up or 

down with respect to each grid cell. 

Hopfield Network

The Hopfield Neural Networks, consists of one layer of ‘n’ fully connected recurrent neurons. It is generally used in 

performing auto association and optimization tasks. It is calculated using a converging interactive process and it generates a 

different response than our normal neural nets.


Discrete Hopfield Network: It is a fully interconnected neural network where each unit is connected to every other unit. It 

behaves in a discrete manner, i.e. it gives finite distinct output, generally of two types: �

� Binary (0/1)�

� Bipolar (-1/1)
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Structure & Architecture  �

� Each neuron has an inverting and non-inverting output.�

� Being fully connected, the output of each neuron is an input to all other neurons but not self.

Discrete Hopfield Network

Natural language generation (NLG)

Natural language generation (NLG) is a software process that produces natural language output. In one of the most widely-

cited surveys of NLG methods, NLG is characterized as "the subfield of artificial intelligence and computational linguistics 

that is concerned with the construction of computer systems than can produce understandable texts in English or other 

human languages from some underlying non-linguistic representation of information


NLG may be viewed as complementary to natural-language understanding (NLU): whereas in natural-language 

understanding, the system needs to disambiguate the input sentence to produce the machine representation language, in 

NLG the system needs to make decisions about how to put a representation into words. The practical considerations in 

building NLU vs. NLG systems are not symmetrical. NLU needs to deal with ambiguous or erroneous user input, whereas the 

ideas the system wants to express through NLG are generally known precisely. NLG needs to choose a specific, self-

consistent textual representation from many potential representations, whereas NLU generally tries to produce a single, 

normalized representation of the idea expressed.

Stages

The process to generate text can be as simple as keeping a list of canned text that is copied and pasted, possibly linked with 

some glue text. The results may be satisfactory in simple domains such as horoscope machines or generators of 

personalised business letters. However, a sophisticated NLG system needs to include stages of planning and merging of 

information to enable the generation of text that looks natural and does not become repetitive. The typical stages of natural-

language generation are�

� Content determination: Deciding what information to mention in the text.�

� Document structuring: Overall organisation of the information to convey.�

� Aggregation: Merging of similar sentences to improve readability and naturalness.�

� Lexical choice: Putting words to the concepts.�

� Referring expression generation: Creating referring expressions that identify objects and regions.�

� Realization: Creating the actual text, which should be correct according to the rules of syntax, morphology, and 

orthography. 
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Virtual Try On (VTO)
A virtual try-on falls under the category of augmented reality. It enables buyers/customers to try on a product on themselves 

without actually touching the said product. All this is done virtually with the help of a phone, laptop, or other devices that 

capture the image in real-time. Virtually trying on items allows customers to know exactly how something looks on them. 

Whether it is shoes or a piece of jewellery, virtually trying on products enables customers and retailers to connect without 

the barrier of customers coming to a physical store for shopping.


Virtual try increases customer satisfaction and customer engagement. If customers have already tried on (virtually) a 

product there is reduced chances of returns. Also by giving the option of VTO sellers can keep their prospective customers 

engaged and thus higher chances of sale to those group. 

VTO UCD

VTO can be used in multiple places. The use cases become endless once this feature becomes mainstream. Currently they 

can be used for make up products like lipsticks, for wristwatches, eyewear and last but not least, for clothing.

VITON Data Flow Diagrams
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Open Source DS Architecture

Data Labs

Data Labs by Siva provides Omnichannel Catalogue, Forecasting, Pretrained Data Models, Image Processing, Chatbot and 

Ecosystem Network Optimizasion as of now.


Data cleaning is one of the important parts of machine learning. It plays a significant part in building a model. If we have a 

well-cleaned dataset, there are chances that we can achieve good results with simple algorithms, which can prove very 

beneficial, especially in terms of computation when the dataset size is large. 


Obviously, different types of data will require different types of cleaning. However, this systematic approach can always 

serve as a good starting point. 

Steps involved in Data Cleaning

`� Removal of unwanted observations 


This includes deleting duplicate/ redundant or irrelevant values from your dataset. Duplicate observations frequently arise 

during data collection and Irrelevant observations are those that don’t actually fit the specific problem that you’re trying 

to solve. X

L Redundant observations alter the efficiency by a great extent as the data repeats and may add towards the correct side 

or towards the incorrect side, thereby producing unfaithful results.X

L Irrelevant observations are any type of data that is of no use to us and can be removed directly.


2. Fixing Structural errors 


The errors that arise during measurement, transfer of data, or other similar situations are called structural errors. 

Structural errors include typos in the name of features, the same attribute with a different name, mislabeled classes, i.e. 

separate classes that should really be the same, or inconsistent capitalization. 


3. Managing Unwanted outliers 


Outliers can cause problems with certain types of models. For example, linear regression models are less robust to 

outliers than decision tree models. Generally, we should not remove outliers until we have a legitimate reason to remove 

them. Sometimes, removing them improves performance, sometimes not. So, one must have a good reason to remove the 

outlier, such as suspicious measurements that are unlikely to be part of real data.
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4. Handling missing data 


Missing data is a deceptively tricky issue in machine learning. We cannot just ignore or remove the missing observation. 

They must be handled carefully as they can be an indication of something important. The two most common ways to deal 

with missing data are: &

� Dropping observations with missing values. The fact that the value was missing may be informative in itself. Plus, in the 

real world, you often need to make predictions on new data even if some of the features are missing!&

� Imputing the missing values from past observations.


Again, “missingness” is almost always informative in itself, and you should tell your algorithm if a value was missing. Even if 

you build a model to impute your values, you’re not adding any real information. You’re just reinforcing the patterns already 

provided by other features.
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Forecasting Data Algorithms
Forecasting demand involves measuring pricing, promotion, seasonality, and holiday effects to estimate future sales. In 

addition to helping with inventory planning and negotiations, it measures how customers respond to your pricing and 

promotion efforts to help optimize marketing. In the end, one can prevent stock outs from leaving money on the table by 

understanding one’s holiday effects. It not only helps in forecasting the demand but also forecast sales and returns. 


Forecasting is a technique that uses historical data as inputs to make informed estimates that are predictive in determining 

the direction of future trends. There are multiple data points which we can predict or forecast like demand, sales, what 

purchases are going to happen, return forecast etc. Demand forecasting is the process of predicting the future demand for 

products. That could be new products or those that one has been selling for years. The advantages of demand forecasting 

are:;

� Helps reduce financial risk;

� Provide customers with products when they want them;

� Decreases inventory expenses;

� Create a pricing strategy that reflects the demand


Most sellers (especially small business owners) apply the wrong methodology (like an expert opinion or collective 

knowledge) or leverage incomplete data to make decisions. This gives them incorrect information and they are at a 

disadvantage wrt to large businesses that can cough up large sums of money to buy market research or get their own AI tool 

to predict future demand. Siva’s forecasting tool brings the power available to large businesses and hands it to smaller 

sellers

Data Flow Diagrams for forecasting
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Open APIs
For details on end points, request and payloads visit:- fermion.siva3.io/swagger/index.html
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DS API Payload/ Response
For details on end points, request and payloads visit:- https://datalabs.siva3.io/docs#/
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